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Orchids and Hollyhock

In A Class Room

THE voices drone serenely through
the calm, decorous stillness;

It is something about the work of the
carly romantic pocts,

An enumeration of merits, a grave dis—
cussion of methods,

The professor is very intent on an ac—
curate classification.

He carefully measures. the lines: and
counts the uses of color.

He summarizes results and reviews his
summary.

Out of the windowthe mountains loom
blue against the horizon.

Clouds are touching the pines on the
hilltop just over the campus.

A flash of wings, and a bird song trails
through the April stnshine.

And the wind, the wind!. T can hear it
with the breath of old springs in its
calling.

I remember a hedge where the pussy
willows were blooming,

And the sun was soft as the feel of
the fussy, silvery catkins,

And a road winds on and on and
through

.

the

.

shimmering,

.

golden
mesa,

I remember a stream that leaped. from
the rocks and shouted

Tremulous, vibrant sounds like a half—
articulate spirit.

And something. within me sang and
danced and wept and was silent.

But T have lost the trend of the early
romantic movement.

I am stupidly out of grace with. the
earnest English professor.

Yet, yonder the lyric limbs of the artist‘s
white Greek dancers

Gleam eternally joyous amid. the pale
olive shadows.

Rose Hexperson.

Enchantment

I KNOW a place where tall rushes
grow

Knee deep in soft black Toam,
And where the white kiss of the rising

mist
Softens the Tong brown dunes
Which are so eternally wooed
By the passionate sea
With her foam white breasts laid bare.

And beyond this place where my rushes
are,

Is a church—like forest of priestly pines,
Deep cushioned with a cool green mossWhich gives to hot and tired. bodies
Rest, forgetfulness
And for your canopy the stars
And for your candle light the moon.
And all this must be a secret,
Because of dimming memorics
Which are not mine alone
But tell me—
Is it not wonderful to know
That somewhere just beyond this—seeth—

ing town
Such deep enchantment lies?

Marcarerza Scrovirn,

The Song of Vanity

Tmp and gaze
Before a long mirror,

This line and that
To admire with pleased lips.
Silken foot pointed
And dainty shoulder raised
To show my. two. self—approving eyes
Gazing soulfully at myself—
This line and that
I admire,
Trip and gaze
Before a long mirror.

Hanatson Down.

The Family Pew
IFE came to me
As light comes througha window
of stained glass,

Purple and brown.
1 always saw. the people stationary,
Made up of neatly fitted bits of glass

of blue and red,
Flat— faced, square~jointed, surface—

smooth,
I saw them silent, changeless, hard,
I, as silent and as surface—smooth as

they,
Indoors ‘where T was placed,
I sitting in adulterated: Tight: through

them.
Then suddenly I heard far of
A singing wind,
In waving branches andin sails at sea,
A little sleepy tune at first,
It grew and neared,
1t caught and thralled me
Like the mad skirl of pipes,
And passed.
I leaped and bounded. out
And found the world.
Over a green clover meadow bloomed

a white pearorchard in the dazzling
light of spring,

In a wood two bullocks fought,
In a field a, man followed in the slow

furrow of his plough,
A yellow oriole sang upon the sway—

ing branch of an old elm,
And 1,
I ran and shouted in the white light

of life.
Mary MacMmzaw,

The Marsh
RANGE and red of the marshes

and joy of my heart!
Your color that laughs to the sky  and

that flaunts in the wind,
Is the spirit of courage gone out from

the souls of dead heroes,
To bloom in the lonely white sunshine.

uplifted. to God.

Under and through the long grass isthe glimmer of water:
The alimmer of dreams that has fowedin the souls of dead pocts,
And when they were dammed behindwords, slipped. away. through

.

thesand.
O dreams of my heart, you are shin—ing among the long grasses!
1 lift up my face to the pungent smell

of the marsh.
The erying unrest and the hidden hope

of adventure
I breathe, and shall never again be

serene like the oal trees,
Content, like the meadow—I follow my

sonl o‘er the marshes !
Nawm Crarke Batm

‘ The Lucky Man

HEN .people cannot —understand
A fellow‘s‘ ways, they call him
mad.

My wife was Mabel Wilkerson,
The

_

prettiest

.

woman

.

in

.

Hamlin
County.

Ask any man.
Oh, she was faithful,
And as nice as could be;
Yet_I left_her and ran away. with

Nora Frye.
Who is pale, and stupid, and hasn‘t

got much hair.

You see, when I was courting Mabel,
1 used to think that if I ever had the

Iuck
To matry her, T‘d walk along the

street
With her on my arm and hear men

say:
"Gad! She is beautiful.  Howdid he

ever win her?"
\

I had the fuck;
I walked along‘ the street
With Mabel on my arm, and heard

men: say:
"She‘s beautifull I wonder what
She sees in. him?"
Until I ran away with Nora Frye,
Who is pale, and stupid, and hash‘t

got much hair.
Weare Hotmroos.

Proportionately

E was young,
And his mind

Was filled with the science of economics
That he had studied in college.
And, as we talked about the food riots,
And high prices,
And jobless men,
He said—
"It‘s all stupid and wrong,
This newspaper tall!
Follk have no business to starve;
The price of Tabor always advances,
Proportionately,
With the price of food !"

"Any man,"he said,
A_moment later,
"Can earn at least two dollars a day
By working on a railroad,
Or in the street cleaning department!
What if potatoes do cost
Eight cents a pound?
Wages are high, too ...
People have no‘reason to starve."

T listened to him prayerfully,
(More or less),
For I had never beento college,
And T didn‘t know much about eco—

nomics.

But—
As T walked to the window,
And looked out over the veiled, mys—

terious lights
Of the city,
I couldn‘t help thinking
Of a fittle baby
That T had seen a few days ago:
A baby of the stums—thin and joy—

Tess,
And old of face—
But with eyes
Like the eyes of the Christ Child . . .
A baby—crying for bread—
And—I wondered . . . .

Marcaret E. Sanosten, Jx. 
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The Truth About The 1. W. W.
Harold Callender

Eorton‘s Nome:  Farold. Callender investigated the Bisbee
aeportations for the National Labor Defense Council.

.

He did
if in so judicial andpoised and truth—telling a manner that we
engaged him to go and find out for us the truth about the
1. W. W., and all the other thinas that are called "I. W. W." by
those who wish to destray themin the Northwest.

A CORDING to the newspapers, the T. W. W. is engaged
in treason and terrorism.

.

The organization is supposed
to have caused every forest fire in the West—where, by the
way, there have been fewer forest fires this season than ever
before.

.

Driving spikes in lumber before it is sent to the
sawmill, pinching the frait in orchards so that it will spoil,
crippling the copper, Iumber and shipbuilding industries out of
spite against the government, are commonly repeated charges
against them.  It is supposed to be for this reason that the
states are being urged to pass stringent laws making their
activities and propaganda impossible; or, in the absence of such
laws, to encouragethe police, soldiers and citizens to raid, Tynch
and drive them outof the community.
But what are the facts?  What are the Industrial Workers

of the World really doing? /n the lumber camips of the North—
west they are trying to force the companies to give. them. an
eight—hour day and such decencies of life as spring cots to sleep
on instead of bare boards. In the copper region of Montana
they are demanding facilities to enable the men to get out of a
mine when the shaft takes fire. Tt is almost a pity to spoil the
melodramatic fiction of the press, but this is the real nature of
the activities of the T. W. W.

It is no fiction, however, that they are being raided, Iynched,
and driven out, without due process of law, and with as litle
coloring of truth to the accusation of treason as at Bishee,
Ariz, where the alleged "traitors" who were deported were
found to be many of them subscribers to the Liberty Bond issue.
The truth is simply that the employers have taken advantage
of the public susceptibility to alarm and have endeavored. to
brand as treasonable the Tegitimate and incvitable demand forbetter wages, hours and working conditions that has arisen among
hitherto unorganized workers. That their efforts are ordinary and
legitimate in the trade—union sense, is indicated by the fact that,
as 1 shall show, mnions affiliated with the American Federation
of Labor throughout the‘West generally sympathizes with and
supports the struggle of the L W. W.. The old hostility be—

tween the two movements has begun largely to be broken down,
and the 1. W. W., far from being regarded by the working—
class as criminal or treasonable, has been accepted simply as
ene of the means of securing their rights.
The case of the lumber camps of the Northwestern states is

difficult to describe. The two outstanding centers of present
conflict, so far as the I. W. W. is concerned, are the forests
of Washington, Oregon and Idaho, and the copper mines of
Montana.

.

In both places it is a revolt of hitherto unorganized
and ruthlessly exploited workers, In both places their demands
are for the ordinary wages, hours, and conditions which are
everywhere recognized by reasonable men as just and inevitable.
In both places this revolt has been met with lawless brutality
and reckless terrorism on the part of the employers.

.

And in
both places the employers have endeavored to cover up their
ctimes byimputing "treason"" to their insurgent employees.
The case of the lumber camps of the Northwestern states is

one which shows most clearly. the origin of the trouble, the
nature of the workers‘ demands, the methods of the employers,
and the fraternization of the T. W. W. and the A. F. of L.

The Lumber Strike
The burden of the struggle in the forests of the Northwestis being borne by the Industrial Workers of the World.

.

Thenew Timber Workers‘ Union, an American Federation of Labor
body, has enrofled a comparatively small number of the men
who work in the woods.

.

But though it is within less than ayear that the Industrial Workers have been able to gain wide
influence there, they are powerful now, and it is probable thata majority of the lumberjacks and sawmill employees in this re—
gion have joined, either as members or as strikers, the Lumber
Workers‘ Industrial Union.

.

‘The Timber Workers are all westof the Cascade Mountains in Washington.

.

East of the moun—
tains the Industrial Workers have free rein, and west of the
 

Since this article was printed, a federal grand jury
has indicted a number of T. W. W. leaders throughout
the country for conspiracy against the government. We
doubt if many of them will be proven guilty and we
hope that Mr. Callender‘s article will help to persuade
the public to suspend judgment. ‘
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mountains there is no rivalty betweenthe two unions at present,
both striking for the eight—hour day.

‘The demands of the Industrial Workers in the forests appear

«t first glance unbelievable. Tt is as though men. were striking

for a breath of air or a bed to sleep on after a hard day‘s work,

And indeed they are; asking more windows than the customary

two in a "bunk house" that forms sleeping quarters for more

than one hundred men, cots with springs and blankets in place

of the plain wooden "bunks."

.

‘They want, too, places to hang

clothing when they go to bed, "drying rooms" so the washed

epparel need not hang in the "bunk" house, shower baths (there

are no bathing facilities in most of the camps), wholesome food

and "no. overcrowding at tables."

.

Fastidious persons, these

woodsmen I
‘The eight—hour day in place of ten hours of worlis the

chief issue, but there is insistence on a minimum wage of $60

a month and one day of rest in seven.

.

Which shows what a

share in the gains of civilization there is for these men who

cut the world‘s lumber and foat it down the rivers to cities

where live the "Iumber. millionaires."

It was in the spring that these men began to strike, and by

summer most of them had joined the revolt. ‘They congregated

in camps of their own in the woods, but were dispersed by

sheriffs and soldiers. Some went to the cities, often to be ar—

rested by waiting police.

.

Others sought work on the farms, and

found farmers tool: fright on discovering who they were.

.

Ap—

parently the Industrial Worker was to be denied work on the

farms and not allowed to camp in the woods, to induce him

to return to fumber cutting.

The Campaign of Lies

What happened at Spokane is illustrative of the systematic

attack on the Industrial Workers, who have gained their control

of the fumber industry because of the betterment of working

conditions brought about by their constant struggles. The West

Coast Lumber Men‘s Association, aided by its appendages ‘of

other employers‘ organizations in the Northwest, has carried

on most of the admirably thorough and successful schemes to

develop a popular fear of the Industrial Worker.

.

It is said to

have assembled a fund of $500,000 for this express purpose, and

it apparentlyhas assembled a part of the military forces of the

nation.

.

The newspapers have shown carefully and assiduously

that every forest fire was set by Industrial Workers, though

there have been far Tess forest fires this season than ever before.

They have shown that the Industrial Worker‘s chicf aim in

life was to drive spikes in lumber preparatory to sending it to

the sawmill, to insert nails in fruit trees and to pinch peaches in

the orchards so they would spoil. These things are believed by

the people who believe that German spies devote their time to

peddling poisoned court—plaster and starting. strikes for. the

cight—hour day. Tt should be noted in this connection that

Secretary Baker asked the lumber companies to grant the eight=

hour day because the government needed lumber; and. the com=

panies refused. ‘The strike has since spread to the shipbuilding

yards on the Pacific Coast, where the workers have refused to

handle lumber cut by men who work ten hours a day. The

shingle weavers, both A. F. of L. and 1. W. W., are also de—

manding an eight—hour day.
‘The fumber strike was directed from Spokane by James Rowan,

secretary of the union, and an effort was promptly made to break

up the headquarters.

.

Merchants went soberly before the city

commissioners and said the Industrial Workers were a menace

to the safety of the community.

.

Just why they were dan—

gerous they usually neglected to show, like the Bisbee, Atiz,
"Protective League," which admits there was no violence by the

strikers but is certain there would have been had it not been

forestalled by violence by the defenders of copper.

.

They
pointed to what had been donein Idaho, wherea particularly ef—

fective union had closed the fumber industry. ‘They told the

city officials that Tdaho was boycotting Spokane merchants be—
cause they allowed Spokane to harbor the headquarters for the

fumber strike.

.

Industrial Workers were expounding. syndicalist

theories on street cormers, and the merchants wanted. that

stopped, too. They admitted there was no Taw under which they

could reach this "unlawful" organization, and they were very

sorry there wasn‘t.
"What you want us to do, then," said one of the commis—

sioners, "is not to arrest them for anything iflegal, but just

to drive them out of town or suppress them regardless of law."

‘The merchants, vague aboutsuch details, said that was about

it

—

The city commissioners expressed unwillingness to do any

such thing, as there was no disorder. To which the employers

responded. (not at the public hearing) that that fittle diffculty

might be solved by "starting something."

But they decided to try first to create a law that would meet

the problem.  They prepared an ordinance making it unlawful

for any one to "publish or cireulate or say any word * * * ex

pressing disrespect or contempt for or disloyalty to the govern—

ment, the President, the army or the navy of the United States."

This was so ridiculous that the commissioners would not pass

it Later E. E. Blaine, of the state public service commission,

was sent by the governorto Portland to get an order from the

commanding officer of the army there directing Major Clement

Wilkins at Spokane to arrest the Industrial Workers.

.

Blaine

went to Spokane with the order in his pocket.

‘The absence of some excuse for the action nettled the em

ployers, and they tried to obtaim statements by. the city and

county officials that would warrant military arrests. A meeting

was called of the officials and employers, presided over by a

lumber dealer.  The employers insisted that the Tocal officials

sign a statement saying a state of insurrection existed in Spo—

kane. ‘The mayor refused, but the next morning when the mer—

chants went to the city hall with a prepared statement, mild,

but good enough as a pretext, and the officials signed it

This statement says that, while "technically the offenses (of

the Industrial Workers) are not against any state or city faws,"

still in order that the Industrial Workers may be curbed in their

"unlawful activities" before the community interfered, "regard—

less of existing laws," the governor ought to do something.

that is, the Industrial Workers are law—abiding but perhaps the

titizens who suffer because of their activities won‘t be; there—

fore, the state or the army or somebody ought to stop the

whole proceeding by breaking the law and having done with it.

Before this statement had time to reach the governor, the

order from the commanding officer was given to Major Wilkins

and the headquarters of the Industrial Workers was raided with

the arrest of Rowan and twenty—six others by soldiers.

Tt was lumber dealers who wrote the statement which the

city officials signed asking military interference: it was a news—

paper man who, at the summons of the soldiers, identified Rowan

so they could arrest him !

The Central Labor Council of Spokane, in a resolution de—

nounced the resort to military: force and called for a gencral

strike as a protest. Soldiers, carrying out the will of the em 
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ployers‘ association, had an ominous appearance to labor. Spo—
kane is typical of the employers‘ methods. At Ellensburg, Wash.,
there is a stockade containing Industrial Workers, guarded by
soldiers. But the chief result of such tactics so far has been

the spreading of trouble to the Pacific Coast.

Butte—"A Hate Town"

The situation at Butte, Mont, where the copper mines have
been made idle during a protracted strike, is more complicated.
Mention Butte out in the Northwest and they‘ll tell you, "Oh,

well, Butte is a hate town." Tt is. Tt is one of those industrial
centers which have undergone the bitter series of hate—generating
doses: monopoly control—low wages; forced immigration—
lower  wages; unionization—bloodshed;  higher wages—higher
rents. "They get you going and coming," is the way they put
it at Butte (and it was a business man speaking), "The working

man doesn‘t get even a run for his money in this town." When
one considers Butte and the dark history that portends a dark

future, he understands the reason for the extreme degree of
bitterness that permeates almost every industrial. transaction

The miner knows he has not only, in those catacombs 3,000 feet
underground, to adhere constantly to the slogan of the boss

ypical of the spirit within the industry) "Get the rock in the

" but that, having got it in for eight hours every day he
must go to his union hall at night and keep the eternal vigil of
collective bargaining to be sure that his day‘s work brings

an income enough to provide for his family. The eight hours‘

work is only part of his task, And we wonder at sabotage!
I think that a current witticism, eloquent to the miner, il

Justrates the spirit bred by "free competition" in the copper
mines. One of the chief demands of the strikers is abolition
of the so—ealled "rustling card," a scheme, whereby. the black—
listing of workmen is maintained: an applicant for a job flls
out a lengthyblank stating his history and political views, then
waits ten days or longer while the company verifies it after
which he may get a card certifying his eligibility for employ»
ment. ‘When Miss Jeanette Rankin, the Representative in Con—

gress, went to Butte to find out about the strike, she was

escorted from the railroad station to her hotel by police, in or
der that the demonstration of welcome planned by the miners
might be forestalled.  "Miss Rankin should have had a rustling

card," said one of the men.
Immediately after a fire in one of the mines in June, there

was planned a public and official memorial in horior of Manus
Duggan, whose death at reseue work brought copious eulogies
in the newspapers. Arrapgements for the memorial were pub—
lished and everybody thought it quite a proper community ac—
tion. Then suddenly the whole affair was hushed up, and no
memorial has been held. Tt was discovered at the last moment
that Dusgan was a Socialist!

It is this intensity of feeling, this clear consciousness of clast

and class, that rankles in the mind and strips the industrial war
of even those thin pretenses that sometimes avail to diminish—
apparently—the matural, frank brutality of the battle for sus—
tenance. There is, at Teast, little actual hypocricy about it at
Butte, save the formal hypoctisy of public statements and

newspaper editorials which even the authors admit are bluster:
People on both sides spealc with a startling candor. Such re—
marks as this are quite castial and occasion no surprise: "Tom

Campbell ought to be hanged, too, along with Little." Butte
has become inured to it.
But the industrial feud is still a tender subject in this moun—

tain town. The outsider, broaching it feels guilty of an in—
trusion, as he might if he were to stop a man on the street with,

"Say, tell me how you happened to commit that murder:". The
town dislikes strikes, just as it dislikes thunderstorms or any
other natural calamities; for the strike "hurts business.". That
droll humor of the accustomedlabor warrior made one of them
remark, "This is a city of whispers.". Free speech is not always
a matter of constitutional guarantees. What‘s the use of a

constitution and courts and such embellishments in a region
fike this? The government, the social relationships, the "civil—

fzation" are almost solely economic, If the state were to be

deeded, with its people, to the Anaconda Copper Company,
things would not be different.

Violence

The wonder is that there is so little violence: the present

strike has been entirely free from it, excepting, as they say in
Butte "that lynching." There have been armed mine guards, those

to whom violence is a business that would be destroyed by
peaceful strikes,  There have been soldiers, but some of them

were recalled because they were too unsympathetic with the men
working during the strike. There has been instance after in—

stance where absence of bloody clashes seemed to violate the
lew of sequence.  There is the complete background for open
war: why it has not come is more than T can tell.

One of the strike leaders tried to explain it, "The men know
by experience that it‘s no use. They know that what would most
please the mining companies would be violence, and they know

that they. [meaning the enemy] haveall the best of it when it
comes to that. Why, we haven‘t even put out a picket Tine. T
stand up there every morning as the seabs go to work, and count

them.  Not many can look me in the eye squarely day after
day; they turn their heads."

At the little hall of the Finish Working Men‘s Club on North
Wyoming Street, headquarters of the Metal Mine Workers‘

Union, one finds groups of these men whom even the serfdom
of the copper country could not drive to bloodshed. There they
assemble, reading typewritten sheets on the bulletin board, of—

ficial communiqués of the war, or chatting about this andthat,
occasionally about the strike. They have not escaped an air of
bitterness, but their extremest imprecations end with vowsnever
to give in, to keep—up the strike until their terms are met. And
there are 12000 miners on strike, pinched for resources while
they maintain a shutdown of mines that earn for the investors
more than a million dollars a day. I wonder if you and I, or
the officials of the copper companies, would remain so mild were
mwe members of the Metal Mine Workers‘ Union with families

to support, reading statements by our employers that they would
flood the mines before reconizing the union.  I wonder what
would be your mood, you who believe in war, Jf you were a
miner when Ambassador Gerard came to Butte and said, "The
laborer must line up with the capitalist;" when owners of these

mines scorned your proffer to return to work willingly under
wovernment supervision; when they issued a joint statement
that "No grievance has been brought to the attention of the
mine operators and we believe none exists," while you knew of
the conditions in the mines that allowed 160 men to die in tunnels

while flames in a shaft sucked away what air there was: I
wonder what, in these circumstances, would come into your mind

when, every time you walked down the street, you saw a soiled
but distinguishable American flag floating above every shaft on
the mountain that is called Tocally the "richest hill in the world." 
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"Firet"

This strike, now three months old, was one of those unorgan—
ized revolts that grow out of copper mountains as pine treeegrow out of the neighboring mounds. Tf there was one tangible
cause, it was the disaster at the Speculator Mine, June 8. You
may have noticed a small dispatch chronicling the loss of eightscore of lives, but you don‘t remember it, for such events arecommonplaces. "‘Those poor devils always get caught thatway," remarked a telegraph editor as he tossed the dispatch
to a headline writer: "Oh, those damn labor unions," com—
mented the same keen individual a few days later when the
telegraph told of the walkout of the men who dig the copper
fromthe "richest hill in the world."

After three days of searching, some of the miners were takenfrom the drifts partly alive and some wholly alive, but there
were 160. who were beyond resuscitation.

.

Bodies were. piled
against concrete bullkheads in the narrow tunnels, fingers worn
off by frenzied tearing at the impassable wall.

.

Workmen willtell you at Butte that the foremen didn‘t know which passages
led to safety, which to death, You see, the concrete bulk—
heads were erected to protect the mines.
Three of the seven demands, framed at a mass meeting June

12, deal with questions of safety—manholes in bulkheads to al—
low passage, committees of miners to inspect the workingsmonth, every miner to be advised as to ways of escape.

.

The
other chief one is for abolition of the rustling card, that auto—
cratic device that has enabled the employers to choke organ—
ization of the workmen.

First the strike, then the union: that is the sequence that by
its frequency shows the utility of the most elaborate arrange—
ments to maintain individual bargaining.

.

And the strike—breaker
of to—day is the striker of to—morrow; that is the great fact that
your short—sighted employer refuses to see. Many of the
strikers at Butte are Finns and Ttalians, imported in past yearsto replace union men. So with the organized miners in Ariz—
ona, who at Bisbee formed a unionafter they had walked outof the mines.

.

In Colorado, it was the unorganized immigrant
of 1903 who became the embattled striker of 1914, after Ludiow.

It has been wise direction as much as spontaneity that has
characterized the Butte strike, maintained in face of all manner
of attacks and newspaper abuse. It was said that the strikeand the new union were products of foreign diptomacy, upris—
ings against the draft and pacifist manevers,

.

The mewspapers
that grewsentimental over the heroism of the reseue squads
that risked lives to reach trapped workmen, now showered
calumny on the same men who were secking to make mines
safe. One paper mentioned the "inalienable right of a man to
work," referring, not, of course, to the rustling card, but to
the few non—union mien that stayed in the mines Women  were
arrested for distributing pamphlets issued by the union.

—

An
effort was made to force grocers to deny credit to strikers and
toinduce Tandlords to evict them, as was done at Bishee, Ariz.
The most notable of these intimidations was the hanging. of
Frank Little by masked men at night Little, an exccutive
committeeman of the Industrial Workers, had come toask the
mew union to join that organization, which it refused to do:

"We Shall Never Forget"
Perhaps the funcral tribute to Little by the working people

of Butte may be considered the reply to the warning which the
lynching constituted.

.

About 7,000 marched to the cemetery,
representing most of the labor unions of the city.

.

As the
casket was lowered into the ground the last thing seen was a

pennant of the Industrial Workers, bearing the words, "Onebig union," lying across the coffin. At the headquarters ofthe mine union there hangs a photograph of Little, and underit, "Frank Little, vietim of the copper trust, whom we shall
never forget."

.

When I saw James Rowan, secretary of theLumber Workers‘ Industrial Union, in the county jail at Spo—kame, Wash, he wore on a lapel of his coat a button beating a
picture of Little and the motto "Solidarity."  Behind him sat ayouth in khaki, fingering a rife and watching him as he talked.
"Yes, I know they want to hang me, I‘ve heard it said on thestreets," said Tom Campbell, president of the miners‘ union,

smiling grimly as he walked to the hall to preside over a
meeting of the strikers.

.

And Campbell, dark—haired, round—
faced, veteran of bloodier strikes, goes to the hall every day,
directing the strike and the care of families of miners. "Win—
ning a strike,"says Campbell, "is only part of the fight. Afterthe companies accept our terms, we shall have to keep a close
watch on them to see that they maintain them.. This never ends.
There‘s no such thing as industrial peace while industry has to
be carried on in this manner."
The most perplexing feature of the Butte struggle is the re—

lationship between the Metal Mine Workers‘ Union and. the
older bodies. ‘There is the spectacle of the membership of tradeunions giving large sums of money to the miners‘ strike fund,
while the leaders in the local Tabor council, with an ecclesias—
tical sectarianism, condemn the newunion because it doesn‘t
belongr to the American Federation of Labor, There are officials
of the state federation refusing to treat with the highly. or—
ganized Metal Mine Workers as a body, but offering to accept
them as individuals.  There is the apparent inability of_ the
local Tabor council to recognize offcially that there is a strike,

cause the new union is not affliated with it and it can recog—
nize no mine union but the inconsequential one of the Mine,
Mill and Smelter Workers, which is properly. affiliated  with
everything but the men who work in the mines.

.

Nineteen
twentieths of the mining industry of the town is completely shut
down, yet one labor offcial said, "I don‘t consider that there is
any strike."  The state Metal Trades Council and ‘the local
Metal Trades Council are engaged in a debate as to whether
the affair

i
s

a strike or a lockout in regard to the metal trades,
the state body standing firmly on precedent and rule and tech—
nieality, the local body anxious to help the 12000 miners win,
but desirous of avoiding expulsion from the federation of
labor.

.

"There‘s more politics in the" American Federation‘ of
Labor than in the Republican party," said an observant unionist
And there seems to be, occasionally at least, much legal
barbedwire entanglement as in a properly bound judiciary..

"Back in 1898—"
Butte is full of feuds and ancient animosities.

.

When you
ask for an explanation of some apparently simple controversy,
the reply usually is, "Well, you see back in 1893—."— There
has been not only a lively contest betweenthe workmen and the
owners of the "richest hill in the world," but there have been
cuite as lively and quite as bitterly uncompromising feuds be—
tween this and that faction in the labor. group.

.

Everybody
scems to possess an amazing catalogue of enemies.

.

Just as
you have to go far back of Sarejevo to ¢xplain the European
melée, you have to go into diplomatic history to appreciate the
equally complex maze of alliances and grudges that produce the
remarkable alienmentin the industrial war at Butte.
The antagonism by union politicians toward the new miners‘

union is an outgrowth, apparently, of the clash within the old 
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Western Federation of Miners, which resulted. in charges of

grait against officials of the organization and the dynamiting of

the union tall in 1914 and the withdrawal from the Federation

of the anti—Moyer faction,  (Whether or not the destruction of

the union hall was the work of enemics of labor, the row in

the union was the occasion for it.) It is rather a war of Teaders

than of members, for many well—informed members of the Fed—
eration and some officials have admittedthat the secession of
1914 was amply. justifiable. Tom Camphell, head of the new
miners‘ union, was one of the insurgents at that time; so, in
effect, the present mine unionis a development of the seceding

group of the old union, and the present Mine, Mill and Smelter
Union at Butte, which is not on strike, is an outgrowth of the
group that followed the officials in the 1914 fight and stayed

in the federation of labor.  Some protagonists in the frayassert

that there has beenpractically no effort in the last three

to organize the 15000 miners, and that the small union of a

few hundred was all the leaders: in the labor council of Butte
wanted. 1 believe it was said on the floor at a meeting of the
council that if the miners were organized they would dominate

the focal labor bodyby force of numbers. At any rate, a com
mnittee named by the council to develop a unionin the mines

failed, because, some of its members say, it was given scant en—

couragement bythe leaders in the labor council, who represent
other trades.

It is certain, andis recognized by trade union generals in the

Northwest, that the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers‘ Interna
tional Union (formerly the Western Federation of Miners) hay

failed to win the confidence of a large section of the miners. In
Arizona it has only a small membership, the workmen in the

copper mines there having formed independent unions affiliated
directly with the State Federation of Labor, but not with the
Mine, Mill and Smelter Union.  At Butte it could have adopted

the flourishing new union bodily, but it didn‘t want to do it in

that fashion, When the strikers were in a moodto join the
international union, andsurely would have joined, an organize
for the international. went to Butte and told them they ‘must
come in as individuals, not as a body, and that the international

then would determine whether the strike was justified. T don‘t
kerow whether they were told they should return to work pend—

ing action by the international; but certainly the strikers under=

stoodit that way.  The international was willing to accept the

men, but not the union or the strike. Of course, few of the
miners voted "yes" on that.

Aboutthe same time the Industrial Workers issued an invita
tion, through Frank Little, and the invitation cost Little his

life. But this the new union refused. Soit remains a wholly
independent body, tmable to newotiate an alliance with the di—

visionof the American Federation of Labor in the mining in—
dustry.— But most of the funds that support the strike, andhelp

make up the depleted domestic treasuries that are the inevitable

accompaniment, have come from trade unions in Butte and the

Pacific Coast cities, The Seattle Labor Council, recognizing the

embarrassment of the situation at Butte, gave official permis—
sion to a member of the independent mine union to solicit

funds from Seattle locals. The leaders there realize that

structural arrangements that allow of the inflexibility of the

union policy at Butte are serious handicaps.

Some of the trade unionists at Butte fear that the Industrial

Workers will capture the new union, others are convinced they

have already captured it.. There are many Industrial Workers
in the miners‘ union, for several of its officers have been mem—

bers of the Industrial Workers. The Metal Mine Workers‘

Union is an industrial union, admitting specifically "all persons

employed within andaround the mines, or in any way connected
with the mining industry,"and its preamble to the constitution

says "only an industrial organization can be of any use; other

forms have proved useless." That its present spirit is distinctly
aggressive and tinctured with revolutionary zeal is undeniable.

As to the main organization at Butte and the new unions at

Anaconda and Phillipsburg, Mont., they have afiliated with it.

A speaker at one union meeting said, "This isn‘t a strike merely

for wages or hours: we want an arrangement that will secure

justice and put an end to this bickering: we want Uncle Sam to
take over these mines and run them." There was an outburst

of applause. And the "company newspaper" pleads for a
"reasonable, conservative union."

On the matter of control of the mines the union made an ap—

peal to the government, asking, as Miss Rankin had vainly asked
in the House, that the Pederal government operate them.

f Brothers—in—Arms

The significant thing is the drawing together of the forces

of laborim spite of old animosities.  A man prominent in the

American Federation of Labor on the Pacific Coast, being

asked what was the relationship between the trade union

group there and the Industrial Workers, said "Pretty. close."

A trainman in Montana, discussing the industrial skirmishes

that already had produced stockades and mifitary jails, drew

fromhis pocket a red card along with a certificate of member—

ship in a railroad brotherhood, andsaid, "It‘s a two—card busine:

om nowon." He said that fiftyper cent. of the men on his

line had adopted the "two—eard. system."

These men were not syndicalists, for they admitted. they
didn‘t thoroughlyunders‘and, much Tess advocate, just what the
syndicalists were driving at (any more than do most of the
tollowers of the Industrial Workers; but they know, for in—
stance, what it is to work 3000 feet down in a copper mine for

$525 a day, when a three—room hut in Butte costs $35 a month
and groceries are dearer than in NewYork. They know, most
of them, what industrial tmionism meats, and they have an

acute sense of the common interests of working men.  You can‘t
tell them that Frank Litile, the Industrial Worker Teader, was
Iynched at Butte because of what he said about the United

States army. They know. that the reason twelve hundred work»

ing men were driven into cattle cars at Bisbee, Ariz., and de—
positedin the desert was not that their leaders had cast asper—

sions on the government.

One finds this attitude pronot
the Northwest

cedly among trade unionists in

from Butte to Seattle. When missionaries of

the revolutionary union were corraled by soldiers on no charge
but that of causing strikes, the reiterated.explanations of cham—
hers of commerce that "the Industrial Workers of the World is

not a bona fide labor organization" failed to beguile the trade
unionist. When two states enacted Taws making it a crime to
hold membership in a union that advocated sabotage, or to rent

a hall to such union, and several otherstates were considering
similar statutes, they sawwhat was up. Theydidn‘t belieye in
sabotage (certainly not in shouting about it, at any rate), but

they realized that if the practice of choking organizations of
working men who admittedly were violating no lawwere to go
on, there was no telling where it might end. There had been

hardly more denunciationof the Industrial Worker as an "agi—

tator" than there had been of the "walking delegate.". So it 



was that the Spokane, Wash., Central Labor Council went so far
as to request a general strike as protest aainst the arrests of
Industrial Workers by soldiers.
But there is more than tacit recogmition of a common enemy:

there is, here and there, a largely unexpressed belief that the
two organizations are in a definite way complementary, the In—
dustrial Worker giving expression to discontent, the trade
unionist oftenfollowing with the machinery for maintaining
collective bargaining after the outburst of revolt has subsided
and the Industrial Worker has flitted to more spectacular
service.

"The Industrial Worker has been usually tmable to perpetuate
what organization he does inject into industry," said E. B.
Ault, one of the leaders at Seattle. "They work on a hypothesis
that doesn‘t fit the real situations with which they have to deal.
They assume a lot of things, and act as though their theories
were accurate expressions of the everyday labor problem.

.

For
instance, they impute a cunning and solidarity to the ‘master
class‘ that few employers ever fancied. The employers are di—
vided, just as we are, and where we can take advantage of that
and bargain with single firms we ought to do it. There is room
for much opporttnism, which the Industrial Worker scoms.
"The Industrial Workers aren‘t primarily a union secking bet—

ter industrial conditions, they are revolutionists.

.

Improvement
in the present economic scheme is incidental with them.

.

But
the workers aren‘t in‘ a revolutionary mood, and no matter
howintenselyinterestedin the revolution many of us are, we
have to recogmize this. Or perhaps T should say that we are
engaged in a revolution, though of a more Fabiansort."
While the Industrial Worker looks to a radical change in

industrythat appears utopian to the average trade unionist, he
is seeking to bring it about by a principle that tacticians gener—
ally in the Northwest, at Teast, are accepting—industrial union—
ism.

.

"We‘re all industrial unionists now, though we can‘t turn
all the craft unions into industrial unions at once," is a com—
ment frequently heard. Of course, industrial unionism isn‘t a
strictly Industrial Worker principle, but it is one of the chief
tencts of the sect

.

And the trade unionist who looks ahead
fancies a time when the jurisdiction squabble will not divide
the forces of labor.

.

He ustally denies that the Industrial
Worker has had much to do with the growth of industrial
bargaining, but he evinces a willingness to let him share in the
process where he can. He prefers an Industrial Worker union
to no union, and sometimes gives it his support.  In Montana
and Arizona the International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter
Workers, the American Federation body, has failed to prevent
encroachments by the Industrial Workers, and the miners in
those states adhere. either. to» independent unions that have
grown up locally or to the Industrial Workers. Trade unionists
are disposed to support these unions in time of stress.
Within the Federation of Labor, too, there is a distinct tend—

ency toward wider organization than the craft union.

.

At Seattle
fourteen craft unions employed by the Seattle: Construction
and Dry Dock Companyhave made a blanket contract providing
that the breach of the agreements made as to wages and con—
ditions of workmen in one tmion would annul the contracts with
the others.  If the company should infringe on the rights of a
single craft, it would findall the other crafts joining in the
fight instead of staying at work.

.

This unique agreement in—
cludes building employees—janitors and elevator operators; and
it specifically gives the workmen the right to refuse to handle
any material the shipyards that comes from industries that

11

do not recognize organized labor.
step toward industrial unionism.

There you have a distinct

This tendency is not, of course, uniform, for it was recently
that the Shingle Weavers‘ Union found it advisable to abandon
an effort to enroll the timber men and let them have a union
of their own.

.

But it is undeniable that in the woods and mines
and shipyards of the Northwest the industrial union is de—
veloping form, and in the warfare of the future there probably
will be fittle trouble over what it calls itself. The very struc—
ture of the labor movement is shifting perceptibly, for it has
to meet varying conditions, such as a shipbuilding industry twice
as large as it was three years ago.

Understanding the I. W. W.

And there are signs, moreover, that a public understand—
ing of the real aims of the Industrial Workers, is coming
about, in spite of the campaign of misrepresentation. In
North Dakota, the governor, Lynn J. Frazier, a farmer, took
the remarkable stand carly in the summer that if the Indus—
trial Worker violated no law, neither would the employers
be allowed that privilege. In a proclamation the governor
mentioned the assertions that a "lawless clement". was
burning crops and destroying farm machinery.  He: sug—
gests that anyone found committing such depredations be
tried in the accustomed fashion.

"It is charged,"he says, "that the constitutional rights of
individuals have been trampled under foot by mobs in the
guise of so—called safety committees, defense leagues and
vigilance committees. To some of these misguided mobs
and officers it seems to be a crime to be secking work and
mot to possess money, Men have been iffegally searched,
beaten, deported." The governor makes it clear that he
doesn‘t believe in such actions.
But that was in a state where the farmers were consider—

ing making a contract as a body with the Agricultural
Workers‘ Industrial Union, one of the Industrial Workers‘
organizations. Most of the transient farm workers in North
Dakota are Industrial Workers, and they have maintained
uncommonly cordial relations with the farmers. When the
Nonpartisan League submitted the proposal for a contract
with the Industrial Workers, it found many farmers favorable
to the plan. At the meetings when the proposal was subs
mitted farmers told of their experiences. Some said they
had long beenhiring Industrial Workers exclusively, others
said they wouldn‘t let one in their employ. A few left the
Nonpartisan League because of its championship of the In—

dustrial Workers. But the farmers in the North are learn—
ing to deal with the Industrial Workerin a spirit of under—
standing.  For these men, who have organized a political
force to bring about state ownership of clevators, ware—

houses, storage house and packing plants have got an
economic insight that takes them beyond the point of

looking on the Industrial Worker as an agitator whom so—
ciety should suppress. Victims themselves of business pi—

racy, they are coming to see the social cause for the. Indus—
trial Worker.

Many who ought to know better look upon the Industrial
Worker as a sort of modern guerifla warrior on the indus—
trial system. They are convinced he isn‘t very important,
merely. spectacular, "The. Industrial Workers are: just a
big noise," said a lawyer who had seen them operate In 
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Arizona. "If the newspapers didn‘t give them such an un—

merited amount of free advertising, they‘d die out." He
was distinctly mistaken.
The Industrial Workers have an organization that is na—

tional and embraces a dozen great industries. It is not very

compact; it cannot be, dealing with men to whom a home
is an impossible luxury, men who are made migratory by
their work,  ‘The membership fluctuates widely, but has
been increasing steadily. It is something like a bank ac—

count, deposits and withdrawals offsetting each other, but

not varying that greatly.  Its members come and go, join—
ing during a strike but dropping out afterward. Tt is diffi—
cult for the officers themselves to tell what the member—
ship is at a particular time. At Bisbee, Ariz, there were a

few Industrial Workers in the copper mines before the
strike of last July.  When. these walked out, at least two

thousand others walked out. ‘They were actuated not by a

revolutionary spirit, but by inability to stand the treatment
of their employers, especially when a strike by other work—
men offered an oportunity to effect a change, These men
attended the missionary meetings of the Industrial Workers

in the city park and many were converted. Then came the

deportation, and the necessity for union made more Indus—

trial Workers. T talked to scores at Columbus, N. M., at the
refugee camp who said they were members of no union be—
fore the strike but had since joined the Industrial Work—

ers. These men are now scattered, and when another strike

comes wherever they are working they will join it and
again be Industrial Workers.

Every member is an organizer, every member dispenses
cards to his converts and collects their dues, which he

serupulousty sends to the union. There are only a few

unions, about a dozen, each union embracing an industry?

the ideal of the Industrial Worker is "one big union." Each

union is divided into district branches on geographical lines,

and each district has an exccutive committee and secretary—

treasurer. There are no other officers, except the national

executive committee and secretary, and the same officers in

each industrial union.

Only the membership by vote may call a strike, "except
in case of emergency"; but such is the informality and co—
hesion of the organization that a strike call by a secretary

is almost tantamount to a strike. A sort of "straw vote" is

usually taken in advance, and often there is no other vote.
It would be difficult for the members of a union to ballot
on strike proposal and would require a long time.

There are eleven industrial unions, with others in pro—

cess of formation: Marine Transport Workers Union No.
100 (Atlantic Coast), Metal and Machinery Workers, Agri—

cultural Workers, Lumber Workers, Construction Workers

(composed mostly of laborers on railroads and the com—
paratively unskilled in similar industries), Railway Work—

ers (embracing men employed in any way in transportation),

Marine Transport Workers Union No. 700 (Pacific Coast),
Metal Mine Workers, Coal Miners, Textile Workers.  A

union of domestic servants has been started on the Pacific
Coast.

The Industrial Workers operate chiefly among the un—

skilled and immigrant workers whom the trade union does
not reach. They organize the men who dig tunnels and lay
railroad ties and cut trees in the forests—the most poorly

paid and ill treated. ‘They speak for those whom a short—

sighted society ignores: theirs is a voice from the bottom.
And it is answered with military stockades!

Leaders and teachers among the Industrial Workers are

capable men—and women, preaching a doctrine of revolu

tion. They are adept at capitalizing a situation, at select—

ing and directing forces of revolt. But the bulk of the
membership are hardly: syndicalists, usually followers of a
militant union that offers service in their behalf.

At the Industrial Worker headquarters at Seattle are

death masks of the five "fellow workers" killed at Everett

Wash, when armed deputy sheriffs fired on the Industrial

Workers‘ boat as it touched the wharf. There‘ll be more

"bloody Sundays," and more deportations, and some day we
may learn that they won‘t solve the problem of human

misery, Meanwhile the religion of syndicalism will flourish.

PRAYER FOR ANNIHILATION

Willard Wattles

LJOW all that man has prated of so much
Falls into dust—heaps at a hostile touch,

Religion‘s vestments dissolve in futile vapor,
A nation‘s honor rots to a scrap of paper:

Before we die, honest for once, we dare
Stand naked and candid withoutone lying prayer.

For the red wrong that man has thought and done
Runs still before him like a blazing sun,

‘The deft hand‘s triumph and the high brain‘s skill
Teach him but more effectual means to kill,

And higher throned than Christ or Socrates
Still sworded Caesar lolls in purple ease.

If Thou be God, with tempest—knuckled wrath

Smite smug creation from its complacent path,

Batter the stars and snuff sun‘s candle out,

Show once thy face and quiet all the shout—

A God of order, pavilioned still in strife,

No wonder man thy creature muddles life!

If Thou indeed be God, no matter where
Throned in what sanctities of air,

Or clad in flame, in storm or ruin going,
Meck or embittered, cruel or all—knowing,

Prove for all time beyond the reach of doubt
That thou art God, and blot this mad world out! 



AUTUMN LIGHT

S O bright and soft is the sweet air of morning,

And so tenderly the light descends,

And blesses with its gentle—falling fingers

All the leaves unto the valley‘s ends—

Tt brings them all to being when it touches ‘;{

With its paleness every glowing vein; 4
The wild and flaming hollows of the forest ij
Kindle all their ctimson in its rain;

And every curve receives its share of morning, u
Every little shadowsoftly grows,
And motion finds a melody more tender

‘That like a phantom through the branches goes—

So bright and soft and tranquil—rendering,
And quiet in its giving, as though love,
The sacred dream of life, were born of morning,
And really poured its being from above.

Max Eastman.

A. Walkowite 



A Letter From Jol‘m Reed
FOR five days the steamer has been lying quictly here in

Halifax harbor while the British authorities go. over
her inch by inch—and over the passengers as well—looking
for contraband, spies, or any person or thing which for any
reason should not be allowed‘to go to Scandinavia now.
To—day the examination was finished, and now we are only
waiting permission from London to go to sea.
My shipmates are a strange blend of various sorts. of

Scandinavians, Russians, a knot of young college boys from
the States going to Russia as clerks in the Petrograd branch
of an American bank, a Hughes Republican who was born
in Venezuela of Dutch parents and is the most patriotic man
on board, and a few morose—looking foreigners who walk
alone and talk to no one. Almost every one is suspicious of
every one else, and rumors fly about that so—and—so is a
German spy, another an American Socialist in disguise going
to the Stockholm conference, and most of the steerage really
L W. Wis.

To—day a trainload of Russians—most of them Jews—
arrived from New York and came on board with wives,
children, innumerable trunks and bundles, containing largely
food and books, These the British sailors examined with
painful care, even going through their pockets, for Russians,
especially those from the United States, are considered dan—
gerous since Charles Edward Russell brought back news of
their baneful activities in undermining the Root mission in
Russia. Indeed, I have been told both by the Americans on
board and by some of the British searchers here that if it
hadn‘t been for the returning Russian—Americans the revo—
lution would never have gone to the ength it has.

In New York one must get the visa of the British con—
sulate before the Russian consulate can visa his passport
If the British have any reason to suspect any one, a Rus:
sien passport is of no avail—nor an American one either:
the suspected person may be takenoff at Halifax. The same
is true of cargo; although the American government may
have granted permits andletters of assurance to export cer—
tain articles, the British authorities allow only such freight
to pass as they please. At the beginning of the war I re—
member the indignant protests of captains, owners and pas—
sengers at being held up and searched by the British; but
mow the nentral world has grown used‘to British domina—
tion of the sea, and it is considered perfectly natural that
we should sail first to Halifax, and stay there as long as
London wishes, without any explanation.

Is there any corner of the world where the Russian revo—
lution has not been felt? Certainly not on the ships of this
line, by which the first exiles returned to their beloved
home, by which the first refugees, the first eye—witnesses of
the tremendous event crossed to America, There is on
board an American youth who was in Petrograd the whole
wonderful "cight days," but all he saw of it all was the
spectacle of three mounted Cossacks firing on the police with
revolvers in front of the Gare du Nord, several crowds. of
singing workmen marching up the Nevski, the police station
on fire, and the ruins of the Finfand station: His main pre—

occupation was getting something to eat and trying to

Teave the city.

Thereis also a spry old gentleman, originally. from Riga,
who has lived in New York some thirty years and is now
returning to see what the new Russia looks like. And a

Russian diplomat, formerly attached to the Tsar‘s govern—

ment, but now working for the new regime—whatever that
may be by the time he gets home.

All these persons have widely divergent views of what the
revolution means, how it occurred, and why, what future

developments will be, and who is now in control. All the

information they have had has come through the new Rus—
sian mission and embassy now in Washington, which every—
one agrees does not in the slightest represent revolutionary

Russia; through the American press, which is a good deal
of a joke to Russians; and through the Root mission, which

is spoken of politely but without enthusiasm.
We sit in the smoking—room evenings listening to the

diplomat—whom I shall call Tamberley—tallc of his fas—
cinating country. He has a smooth—shaven, youngish face,
with a tilted nose, which gives him a singular look of mild

wonder, It is only when he gets excited—and he does that,
like all Russians, when he warms to his subject—that his

eyes narrowto cruel slits, and his cheekbones come out
strongly, and he looks like Ghenghis Kahn in white flannels.
"Ab, it was a marvelous life, the Russian life," he said

smoothly, smiling like a snake. "At five one began to dine:
the zakouska, the vodka setting fire to the head, beautiful

woman, wonderful. food, talk Then at ten the
ballet, or the opera—often one could not get seats to the
ballet from one year‘s end to the other, and I have paid one

hundred and fifty roubles for a stall at the Marinski—and

after, at one, two, three in the moning, in a troika over the
white snow, singing, out to see the gypsics And
back again home in the morning 3

"Yes,"the old Russian shook his head.. "But think of the
other side. You spending in one night thousands of roubles,

and in the miserable cellars of Petrograd the frightful poor

moaning while the water from the Neva soaked through the
walls ho

1 lookedat the aristocrat.

He said nothing.
"What do you reallythink of this revolution, anyway?" T

asked him  curiously.
"It was worthy of Russia," he answered, seriously. "If

it had beendone in another way T should be ashamed. T am
not Socialist, I despise all those swarming, methodical dem—
ccracies, like your country, where the mediocre comes to
the top and beauty is always destroyed. But the Russian
people, they have the art instinct. They have done it grand—
1y, magnificently. They have made what the French call
the grand geste—the grand gesture.. It is all I care for in

life. The ballet, the opera, the grand extravagances of the
rich—whatare these beside this epic? T am no profetarian—

my family is one of the most ancient in Russia, but I am
prouder now to be alive, to be Russian, than to be Tam—
berlev l

As T write this the Russian Jews down on the third—class
deck, those Russian Jews who looked, as they cameover the
side, like an excursion from Henry Street, are gathered in

His eyes were filled with tears.

 



 

an excited little close—packed group, there on the deck, be—
low a man who is kneeling on the hatchway above them
and holding out his arms. He waves his hands, and men
and women begin to sing Russian songs—the old songs
of harvest, of the boatmen on the Volga, the great, surging,
hymalike songs with upsweeping, strong chords that
the heart. At once they cease to be Jews, to be persecute
petty and ugly—that grand music transforms them, makes
them growand broaden, until they seemgreat, gentle, bearded
moujiks, standing side by side with those who overthrew an
empire—and perhaps a world.

THE BRIDGE
| WALK the bridge of hours from dawn till night

My heart beating so loud with joyous wonder
To know your love, that I can scarcely breathe,

But in the lonely darkness, with affright
T faintly hear, like ominous, distant thunder

The unseen ocean, surging close beneath.

Our bridge, so fraill Eternity, so vast!
When we must sink into the deep at last,
Heart of my heart, will you still hold me fast?

Marjorie Allen Seiffert.

Anbar Youe

IN A SOUTHERN GARDEN
PINK pogwoop

BABY hands, wide spread,
Reach for the golden April sun;

Then brush my cheek and, touching me
With groping tenderness they bring
In sudden, breathless, yearning pain,
The agony of spring.

TO A JAPONICA TREE
[HROW your red kisses to the laughing sun,

Drop them upon the warm and sleeping earth,Strain to the wind with your unquenched desire—‘There is no fragrance in your hot—lipped fire;
You give too eagerly, oh, wanton one!

LIVE OAK
J_IFE is so still and simple when I lay

My head against your bark and rest and feel
Your mighty strength, too great for consciousness—Nightis above you, and the milky way;
Around your foot the drowsy violets nod;
T wonder—do men mean this when they say
"The love of God"?

Beulah Amidon. 



Commentary
N a world flooded over with "state papers" we have seen

none that compares, in simple intelligent strength and

beauty, with Dudley Field Malone‘s resignation from the ad—

ministration. 1t is time indeed that some men of power and

influence "stood up to battle for the enfranchisement of wo—

men." And among men of power and influence there are

not many we would rather have on our side than Dudlcy

Malone.

HE accusation that there is German money behind the
"Eriends of Irish Freedom" is as foolish as it is false.

Thereis not much German money left anywhere, as all these
criminally libellous newspapers very well know. And there
is—as perhaps they don‘t know—a little pure fighting idealism
left in some places.

UR famous General Sheridan was attached, as military

observer, to the German army in the war of 1870. We

find in—Busch‘s Life of Bismarck the following record of a

conversation in which he took part:

Abeken thought the war ought to be conducted in a more
humane manner. Shoridan. .. .. is of a different opf
e considers that in war it is expedient even from the poli
point of view to treat the population with the utmost rieor
afso, Ee expressed himself roughly as follows: "‘The proper
stratery consists in the first place in inflicting as telling
blows as possible upon the enemy‘s army, and then in cousing
the inhabitants so much suffering that they must long for peace

Eitel Plunmer
Onlookers

58E S

E must make this a Socialist year, in America as

well as in Russia.

In Dayton the Socialists have gained a majority in

the commission which rules the city.

Thatis the first of the victories which we must win

for the workers of America;

In New York there is a chance to elect a Socialist

mayor whose principles are known to everybody.
We must roll up such a vote for Morris Hillquit and

the Socialist ticket that those in power will be able to

read in it unmistakably the decision of the workers.

They have not abolished the ballot, You:can vote

your opinions on election day.
America and the whole world is waiting for the ver—

dict of the working people of New York.

and force their government to demandit.  The people must be
left nothing but their eyes to weep with over the war." Some—
what heartiess, it seems to me, but perhaps worthy of con—
sideration.

AFTER much criticising the governmentit is pleasant to

endorse these observations of Mr. Hoover:

"One looming shadow of this war," he said," is its drift
toward socialism. For the gigantle shorifice of life the world
is demanding a seerifice of property. We will surely drift
to that rooky coast unless we can prove the economic sound—
mess and willingmess for public service of our commercial in—
stitutions.

.

1t is worth while examing the developments in
Russia from this point of view. ‘There no practical or effec—
tive form of commercial regulation or distribution: was under—
taken. in consequence of speculation, profiteering and failure
in commerce to serve the public interest, the condition of the
industrint classes became so Intolerable ‘as to steam the hot
bed of revolution. Justifiable as this revolution may have
been, and as great a causo of liberty as it may result, no one
can deny that the whole trend ‘of this revolution has been
socialistic, and the latest phase is a development into practical
socialism.

We hope and believe that Mr. Hoover, and his friends the

former food—controllers, and all the other controllers, too,

will find that coast of Socialism just as rocky as it Tooks.

WHEN SLEEPING SHALL MINE [EYE—
LIDS CLOSE

SOME day when sleeping shall mine eyelids close

And rob my breathing of its old intent,
Shalt thou spring near my couch, reflective Rose,
And know where my released spirit went?

Hast thou untrammeled sense with which to pierce

The film too dense for visioning of men?

Canst thou in perfumed flight outride thefierce

And conscious questioning of Where and When?
When I have lain me down to sleep my last

Long sleep, I may shrink back in pale affright.
‘Then, comtade Rose, until my fears have passed,
Upbear me with thee in thy fragrant flight—

And as a godspeed to the untried land

Drop thou a warming petal in my hand.
Louise Ayres Garnett. 



About Jacl( London
Upton Sinclair

ACK LONDON has been dead several months, but I find
Jthat I am thinking about him continually.  His personalityhaunts me; T find myself holding conversations with him, go—
ing through scenes with him. Tt is like a play of which I
have read two acts in manuscript, and now there has been a
fire, and the manuscript is dust and ashes, and I shall neverread the other two acts of that play. But I cannot keep myimagination fromtrying to work out the plot of it; and be—cause the dramatist was subtle there are many possible end—
ings. T divine a slope toward tragedy, a painful, even a
sordid one; but also there are possibilities of heroic drama, an
ending to the sound of trumpets and kettle—drums.
Between Jack London and myself there existed a sup—

pressed controversy, very curious, now that I come to lookon it. Tt crept into our correspondence in the beginning, it
blazed into the words the first time we met, and thereafter it
was never out of the thoughts of eitherof us. ‘The last letter
I received from him, written three months before his death,was an invitation to come up to the ranch and continue it.
"You and I ought to have some ‘straight from the shoulder‘
tallk with each other. Tt is coming to you, it may be coming
to me. It may illuminate one or the other or both of us."
T answered that I was finishing up a job of writing, and had
no mind for anything else; but that as soon as the job was
done I would come and "stand the gaft."  And. now—the
manuscript is dust and ashes!
The subject of the controversy might be described brieflyas self—discipline versus self—indulgence; or, as Jack wouldhave put it in his side of the debate, asceticism versus self—

expression.  Which way will a man get the most out of life?Believing in his own nature and giving it rein, living intensely
and fast; or distrusting his nature, all nature, stooping. tomean cautions and fears, imposing a rule upon his impulses—
and so cutting himself off from his joyful fellows, exposinghimself to painful sneers about self—consciousness.

I see him vividly. as he was at our first mecting, when he
came to NewYork in 1904 or 1905. At this time he was in
the full gloryof his newly won fame, while I was known onlyamong Socialists. I had just organized the Intercollegiate
Socialist Society, sitting up till all hours of the morning to
mail out "literature"—sometimes to people who indignantly
sent it back, We had made Jack our president, and had got
up a big meeting for him at Grand Central Palace, (I hope
some of my friends do not cherish it against me—how I held
them up at the point of a hope and robbed them of the price
of that meeting!) Our hero came on a belated train fromFlorida, arriving just when our hearts were sick with despair;
he came, glorious and radiant, in spite of an attack of ton—
silitis, and he strode upon the platform amid the waving of
red handkerchicfs, and in a voice of calm defiance he read to
the city of New York his stunning "Revolution"—an essay
which you may find in "The War of the Classes."
New York did not like it, needless to say. There were evensome among our budding "Intercollegiate Socialists" who didnot like it But I liked it—liked it so well that I was pre—pared to give my hero the unqualifed admiration of a slave.

But we spent the next day together, chatting of all thethings we were both absorbed in; and all that day the herosmoked cigarettes and drank—I don‘t remember what it was,forall these red and brown and green and golden concoctionsare equally horrible to me, and the sight of them deprivesme of the control of my facial muscles. Jack, of course, soonnoted this, and it caused him intense amusement.  He wasthe red—blood, and T was the mollycoddle, and he would havehis fun with me, in the mood of the oyster pirate and roust—about. He would make the eyes of a greenhorn pop opemwith wild tales of incredible debauches! Tales of opium andhashish and I know not what other strange ingredients; talesof whisky bouts lasting for weeks—I remember a picture oftwo sailor boys at sea in a small boat, unable to escape fromeach other, conceiving a furious hatred of each other, andwhen they got ashore, retiring behind the sand—dunesto fight.They fought until they could hardly wall—and then they re—paired to town to heal their wounds with alcohol.Jack inquired into my abnormal attitude, and I explainedto him that I had been brought up in one of those old Southern families where the men habitually make themselves pit—iable with drink; so T had conceived from earliest childhoodahorror of anything—alcohol, tobacco, drugs, even coffee ortea—which affects the mind and takes it out of the controlof its owner.  Jack insisted that a man should not be satisfied with the experience of the race, nor even of his im—mediate ancestors, but should try his own. experiments.If you had never been drunk you did not know the possi—bilities of life, you had missed its great adventures, youcould hardly. call yourself a man. But 1, the mollycoddle,fussy. and uncomfortable, creature of the "Iesser breeds,"lost the chance to get drunk with Jack,
The next time we met was six or cight years later; andthis time the controversy was more serious.

.

For now Jackhad read "Love‘s Pilgrimage"—whether. in book form

.

ormanuscript I do not recall—and he was exasperated by whatscemed to him a still less excusable form of asceticism, thatof sex. Here was a so—called hero, a prig of a poct, drivinga young wife to unhappiness by notions born in the darkcorners of Christian monkeries. T am not sure just how Tdefended poor Thyrsis; I am not sure howclearly I myselfsaw at that time the peculiar working of the process of sex—idealism which had manifested itself in "Love‘s Pilgrimage;"the impulse a man has to be ashamed of the advantageswhich nature and society have given him, and so to puthimself chivalrously under the feet of a woman—raising her,an image of perfection, upon a pedestal of his own self—re—proach.

.

Sometimes she refuses to stay upon this pedesatal—and so results a comical plight for a too imaginative ascetic!The argument between Jack and myself was handicappedon that occasion by the fact that his voice was almost en—tirely gone from the effects of sore throat. He was tryingthe drink treatment; my last picture of him in the flesh wasvery much of the flesh, alas!—with a flask of gin before him,and the stumps of many cigarettes in his dinner—plate, andhis eyes red and unwholesome—looking.

.

He has told the 
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story of his travels in the Kingdom of Alcoholia himself, told
it bravely and masterfully, so I am not obliged to use any re—
serve in speaking of this aspect of his life. T went away, more
of a mollycoddie thanever, feeling that the philosophy of self—
expression and freedom had made a slave of a great man.
But here was the greatest thing about Jack London, the

thing which made it impossible to predict about him, that
makes it impossible for me now to feel sure I can imagine the

last act of his life—drama.  He was a man with a magnificent

mind, anda giant‘s will. He fought tremendous battles in his

own soul—battles fought in spite of his own false philosophy,
battles which he was fighting even while he was quarreling at

other men‘s self—restraint.  He went on a trip around the

Hom, which lasted several months, and drank nothing all that

time; and he wrote that shining book, "John Barleycorn,"as

suredly one of the most usefu, as well as one of the most en—

tertaining books ever penned by a man.
It was our habit to send each other our new books, and to

exchange comments on them. When T read "John Barleycorn"

I wrote Jack of my delight. Incidentally T said that his book
had made me realize a new aspect of the drink problem, a wrong
it did to men who never touched it—in depriving them of com—

panionship, making them exiles among their fellows, So much
of men‘s intercourse depends upon and is colored by drinking;
I. for example, had always felt that myfriendship with Jack
London had been limited by that disharmony
He wrote in reply that I was mistaken; that it was especially

with my attitude towards sex that he disagreed; and we ex

changed some letters about the matter, and mentally prepared
curselves for that duel which will never be fought. Now I am

Teft alone, and mayhave the last word, if I can get any satisfac—

tion from it.

So far as concerns the controversy over alcohol, the having of
the last word is of the nature of a victory; it is the advantage

held by those who practice total abstinence, that their kidneys

do not cease to work when they are forty.  If T take this

advantage, andrisk the world‘s censure for ungracionsness, it is
because the controversywas not a personal matter between Jack

London and myself, but was a conflict between two philosophics,

and because Tack‘s philosophy was, in my opinion, a snare for
fis feet, and is a snare for the feet of those who read his

books unthinkingly. _T judge that he himself had come to the
same conclusion; for at the electionheld a few days before his

death Jack London voted for "California Dry.". His explanation
was that while he enjoyed drinking himself, he was willing to
forego the enjoyment for the sake of the younger generation;

and it would indeedbe a graceless ascetic who asked for more

than that!
So far as concerns the matter of sex, the test of a man‘s

philosophyis that at the age of forty he has kept his belief in

womankind, in the joy and satisfaction that true Tove may give

Where the philosophy of "self—expression" had fed Jack London

was known to some whomhe told of a book he planned to write,

giving the whole story of his experiences with women. He

meant to write that book with the same ruthfess honesty he had

used in "John Barleycorn;" revealing his tragic disillusionment,

his contempt for woman as a parasite and a snare.

Jack‘s conquests among the sex had been many, and too easy,
it would seem; like most fighters, he despisedan unworthy

tagonist. The women who threw themselves at his head came
from all classes of society, drawn to him as moths to a flame;

but shall we hold his philosophy blameless for the fact that

an—

there were so few among them he couldrespect? There may

have been other women, able to hold the interest of a great
man, who did not share his philosophy, and therefore remained

wnnoticed by him.
It is not generally the custom to write of these things in

plain words; but in the case of Jack London it would be futile
to do otherwise, because he spoke of them freely, and would
have written of them in the same way. His whole attitude was
a challenge to truth—telling, acall for frankness, even brutal
frankness. ‘The book he planned was to be publishedunder some
such name as "Jack Livermore;" but any one must admit that

would hardly have been a very adequate disguise. 1 have heard
cne of his best friends say that he is glad Jack mever lived to
write it; but for my part, believing as I do that the salvation

of the race depends upon the unmasking of the falschoods of
our class—morality—the institution which I call "marriage plus

prostitution"—I cannot but sigh for this lost story.. What an

awakeningit would have brought to the mothers of our so—

called "better classes,"if Jack London had ever given to the

world the true story of his experiences with their daughters!

As a school boy in Oakland, for example, with the young girls

of the comfortable classes in that city!— He and his companions,
sons of workingmen and poor people, looked up to the great
world above them inquirinely, made the strange discovery that
these shining, golden—haired pets of fuxury, guarded: at home
andin their relations with their social equals by the thousand

sleepless eyes of scandal, foundit safe and pleasant to repair
to secret rendezvous in the woods outside the city, and there
play the nymph to handsome and sturdy fauns of a class below
the fevel ever reachedby the thousandsleepless eyes

When you listened to a narrative such as that, yourealize the
gtim and bitter meaning that Jack London put into his essay,
"What Life Means to Me,"telling of the swift disillusionment

that came to him when he, the oyster pirate and roustabout,
broke into the "parlor foor of society." "Where they were not

alive with rottenness, quick with unclean life, they were merely
the imburied dead. ... ... The women were gowned beautifully,

I admit; but to mynaive surprise I discovered that they were

of the same clayas all the rest of the women T had known down

below in the cellar. .. ... Tt is true these beautifully. gowned.

beautiful women prattledsweet little ideals and dear little moral—
ities; but, in spite of their prattle, the dominant key of the life

they fived was materialistic.. And they were so sentimentally
selfish!  They assisted in all kinds of sweet little charities and

informed one of the fact, while all the time the foodtheyate

and the beautiful clothes they wore were bought out of divi—

dends stainedwith the bloodof child Tabor, and sweated Iabor,
andprostitution itself."

Jack London had a dreamof another kind of love; the dream

of a strong, free, proud woman, the mate for a strong, fre
proud man. This dream came into his writings at the start;

into "A Daughter of the Snows," his third novel—the very

mame of it, you perceive. This story, published in the second

year of the present century, was crude and boyish, but it had

the promise of his dawning greatress, and was the occasionof

my first letter to him, and the beginning of our friendship.

Afterwards he told this story, over and over again; he con—

tinued to tell it Tong after he had ceased to believe in it himself,

I have often thought that this necessity of writing about sex

in a way that was utterlyinsincere was the main cause of that

contempt forhis own fiction which London was so swift and

vehement to proclaim. ‘The expression of this contempt was 
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the most startling thing about him, to any one. who admired
his work; 1 knowit was the memory I carried away from him
most vividly.

.

"I loathe the stuff when 1 have done it. T do it
because I want moneyand it‘s an casy way to get it. But if
1 could have my choice about it I never would put pen to paper
wexcept to write a Socialist essay,

.

to tell the bourgeois world
how much I despise it." T remember trying to persuade him
that he must have enjoyed writing the best of his stories—"The
Sea Wolf," "The Call of the Wild," for example; but he would
not have it so. He was a man of action; he liked to sail a
boat, to run a ranch, to fight for Socialism.

I suspect that his real attitude towards woman was expressed
in "Martin Eden,"his most autobiographical novel, whose hero
gives his final conchusionabout life bydropping himself out of
the porthole of an ocean steamer at night,  This hero is a work—
ing. boy, who makes a desperate struggle to rise from poverty,
but the girl of the world of culture, whom he has idealized and
worshipped, proves a coward and fails him in his need, That
is one wrong an uncomprehending woman can do to a man;
andyet another is to comprchend part of him—not the best part
1 have heard friends of London‘s boyhood tell how he came
back from the Klondike with the flush of his youthful dream
upon him—the dream of the primitive female, the "mate" of
the strong and proud and free man: and how a shrewd young
lady saw her chance and proceeded to play the primitive
female in drawing—rooms, leaping over tables and chairs, and
otherwise exhibiting abounding energy. But whenthis game
had accomplished its purpose she did no more leaping, but
"settled down," as the phrase is.

This "Martin Eden" is assuredly one of Jack London‘s great—
est works; he put his real sonl into it; and the fact that it is
so little known and read, compared with other works, must have
been of. evil significance to fim.

.

It taught him that if an
American writer. wants to carn a Tiving with his pen—especially
an extravagant living—it is necessary above all things that he
should avoiddealing in any true and vital way with the theme
of sex. Either he must write over and over again the dream of
primitive and perfect mating, a phenomenon unreal and uncon—
vincing to people who are not primitive, but who have intellects
as well as bodies to mate with; or else, if he deals with modern
life, he must give us details of the splendid and devastating
passions of the prosperous—the kind of perfumed poison made
fashionable by Robert W. Chambers.  One sawthe beginning
of that in "The Little Lady of the Big House," and T count this
book the most sinister sign in the life of Jack London.

—

A
man can hardlyhave a thirty—six thousand dollar a year con—
tract with Wifliam Randolph Hearst and still keep his soul
alive!

But I had given up my hero several times before, and so had
Iearned my lesson.

.

Six or eight years ago T id, "He is writ
ing pot—boifers, andI amthroughwith him." But then he sent
me "Martin Eden," and my faith was bright again.

|

And when
it dieda second time there came "John Barley It was a
fact that you could nevergive Jack London up; he had a mind,
a terrific mind, which worked unceasingly, and impelled him
irresistibly; he had a love of truth that was a passion, a hatred
of injustice that burned volcanic fires. He was a deeply sad
man, a bitterly, cruellysuffering man; he surelyrealized his own
weaknesses even while he defied the gods in his pride; and no
man could tell what newbattles he would fight, what new hero—
ism he would forge in the heat of his genius. If I have written
of him here severely it is because T believe in rigid truth, as 1
know he did; T have written just as T would have men write of

me, if they find it worth while to write anything at all when I
am dead.  But I would not leave any one with the idea that
I do not appreciate the greatness of Jack London, that T donot
realize that T am dealing with one of the greatest writers and
one of the greatest souls that America has given to the world.
There were some who thought before he died that he was

beginning to weaken in his revolutionary attitude towards
privilege. He went to Hawaii, and the "smart set"there made a
lion of him, and he condescended to refer appreciatively to their
"sweet little: charities" on behalf of the inferior races they ex—
ploit; he went to Mexico andfell under the spell of the effciency
of oil engineers, and wrote for "Collier‘s Weekly" a series of
articles which caused radicals like John Kenneth Turner to turn
fromhim in rage. But I felt certain that the exponent of cap—
italist efficiency who counted upon Jack London‘s backing was a
child playing in a dynamite factory.

.

Jack was a boy to the end,
he must make new discoveries and have new enthusiasms; if a
naval officer took him over a battleship he would perceive that
it was a marvelous and thrilling machine: but let the naval officer
rot forget that in the quict hours of the night Jack London‘s
mind would turn to the pitiful, white—faced stokers, to. whom
as a guest of an officer he had not been introduced!

Yes, for he had beenin the place of these stokers, and their
feelings had been stamped upon his soul. He might set up to
be a country gentleman, and fall into a fury with his "hands"
for their stupidity and incompetence: but if you said. to him,
"How about the class war?" instantly he would be there. with
his whole mind.

.

"Yes," he would answer, "of course; I know
how they feel.. Tf I were in their place I would never do a
stroke of work T didnot have to." Tt is a stressful thing to
have an imagination and see many sides of life at oncel

Jack had a divine pity, he had wept over the East End. of
London as Jesus wept overJerusalem.

.

For years afterwards the
memories of this stunted and depraved population haunted him
heyondall peace; the pictures he wrote of themin "The People
of the Abyss" will be read by posterity with horror and incred—
ulity, and recognized as among the most powerful products of
his pen. Those, with his vivid and intensely felt Socialist essays,
constitute him one of the great revolutionary. figures of our his—
tory. In that role he is of course doubly precious to the present
writer. I knowthat he kept that sacred fight burning to the
very end, for a little over a year before his death I tried him
with thebulky manuscript of a revolutionary anthology, "The
Cry for Justice." . The preface he wrote forit is one of the
finest things he ever did. Some parage
carved upon his monument

phs from it might be

"It is so simple a remedy, merely service.  Not one inoble
thought or act is demanded of any one of all men and women
in the world to makefair the world. The call is for nobility of
thinking, nobility of doing.

.

Thecall is for service, and such is
the wholesomeness of it, he who serves all, best serves himself."
That is what life had taught him at the end. Tt was not easy

for him to learn such a Tesson, for he had an imperions nature,
fieree in its demands, never entirely to be tamed.

.

And it is this
which makes him so interesting to us, sovital; the struggle be—
tween individualismand socialism which went on, not merely in
his mind, but in his whole being. T recall the ins riptionhe put
in the copy of "Martin Edep" which he sent me; I have not the
book at hand, and cannot quote it literally, but the substance was
that without exception the critics of the book had missed his
point.  He had meant it for a refutation of the philosophy of
individuatism; the story of a man who won success; but found 
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that his triumph brought him nothing. After reading the book
I replied that it was easy to understand the befuddlement of the
critics; for he had shown such sympathy with his hard—driving
individualist that it would hardly occur to any one that the

character was meant to be a warning and a reproach.

You feel that same thing in all his books—in "‘The Sea Wolf,"

forexample, or "The Mutinyof the Elsinore;" the Nietrschean

all—conqueror has conquered London‘s imagination, in spite of
is reason and his conscience. If T have written here with eruel

frankness about the personal tragedies of his life it is because I
would not have posterity continue in the misunderstanding of
which the complained in the case of "Martin Eden." No, do not

make that mistake about his life and its meaning; it is not a
wlorification of the red—blooded superman, trampling all things
under his feet, gratifying his imperious desires; mo—it is
rather a demonstration of the fact that the all conquering super—
man, trampling all things under his feet and gratifying his de—
sires, dies at the age of forty, because his Iidneys fail to act!

If you wish to knowthe message of his life, as he himself
wrote it, take that essayin "The Cry for Justice," the last word

he wrote upon ethical matters, so far as 1 know:  "He, who by
understanding becomes convertedto the gospel of service, will

serve truth to confute liars and make them truth—tellers; will

serve kindness so that brutality will perish; will serve beauty
to the erasement of all that is not beautiful. And he who is
strong will serve the weak that they may become strong. He

will devote his strength not to the debasementand defilement of
his weaker fellows, but to the making of opportunity for them to

make themselves into menrather than into slaves andbeasts."

These words are from a newBible, "this humanist Holy Book,"

as London called it Such words and actions based upon them
make precious his memoryand will preserve it as long as anything
in American Hiterature is preserved. Perhaps the best thing T can
do, by way of documenting this tribute,is to tell what I personally
owed to him—the utmost one writer could owe to another. When"
he was at the height of his fame, andT was unknown, T sent him
proofs of "The Jungle,"explaining that T had been unable to find

a publisher, and wished to raise money to publish the book myself.
There are manyjealousies in the literary world; some who win its
laurels by bitter strugele are not cager to share the prize with
rivals, But Jack was not one of these; he wrote a letter about

the book, bailing it as "The ‘Uncle Tom‘s Cabin‘ of White

Sfavery," and rallying the revolutionary movement as by a
bugle—call to its support. Tf that book went all over the world

it was Jack London‘s push that started it.

As T watched him, through the eleven years that passed after

that, T saw that that action was not a single impulse, but an
expression of his deepest nature.  He was openhandedness in—
carnate; save onlyto editors and publishers, whom he hated—
on principle, be it said, as a part of the class struggle! To—
wards young writers he was as a mother to a brood of chil—
dren; perhaps he over—fed some of them with his praise. Once,
T know, it was not enough to write of his pleasure in a book;

in the case of Lawrence‘s "Sons and Lovers," his eager haste
required a telegram! He knew all about the uphill fight a
young radical has to make, and to such he gave both praise
and money, for the helping of the glorious cause. That is the
thing for which I foved him most; T fave saved it to the Tast,
so that it may be the thing the reader carries away with him—

the memory of a man strong, yet tender—hearted as a child,
bonest and open as daylight, generous as Mother Nature her—
self. 



Correspondence
To President Wilson

Y DEAR PRESIDENT WILSON:
I want to express my appreciation of your letter to

the Pope. It has surprised as well as delighted me, for I
tookyour negative response to the Russian proposal of peace
terms as final, I thought you had adopted the entire animus
of the allied war on Germany, and I was dismayed in my
hope of a "scientific peace."
Now you have declared for substantially the Russian—terms

—no "punitive damages," no "dismemberment of empires,"
"vindication of sovercignties," and by making a responsible
ministryin Germanythe one condition of your entering into
negotiations, you have given a concrete meaning to the
statement that this is a war for democracy. The manner
in which you have accomplished this—and apparently bound
the allies to it into the bargain—has my profound admira—
tion. I am encouraged by this renewed assurance of your
faith in democracy to lay before you two matters in which
I believe that democracy is suffering at home more than the
exigencies of military organization demand.

The first is the matter of ‘the right of free speech and as—
semblage for the minority.
A week ago Tuesday I went to Fargo, ‘North Dakota, to

speak in favor of the very peace terms which on Wednes—
day were made public as your own in the letter to the Pope.
I had not spoken for five minutes when an entire company
of United States soldiers in their uniforms (company B, T
believe) burst into the hall, took possession of/the plat—
form, began to put out the lights, ordered all ladies to Teave
the building, and openty threatened me with violence. After

a futile attempt to address them, I stepped down from the

platform, and on the advice of persons in the audience made
my escape from aside door while they were celebrating their
victory. 1 went to the house of a friend, where I was called
up on the telephone and told that the soldiers were hunting
for me and intended to lynch me. T armed myself and left

town in an automobile, leaving my bags at the hotel. The
soldiers formed a cordon around myhotel stopping every—
one who came in or out, and openly declared their intention
to hang me. This continued until midnight when. they
learned that T had left town, These facts were published in
full in the Fargo morning paper, but they were not sent out
by the Associated Press.
My friend in Fargo informed me that officers were present

at the meeting, including a colonel. T cite this only as one

example of the wanton violations of constitutional right
which are being perpetrated in the name of the war for de—

mocracy, and perpetrated by soldiers in your command. Ts

there not grave danger to our civil liberties in these hun—
dreds of thousands of armed men, if in the name of patrio—
tism theyare allowed with impunityto degenerate into gangs
of marauders?

The other principle of democracy which T believe is being
violated beyond the necessities of military efficiency, and
iflegallyviolated too by officers of your appointment, is the

freedom of the press. As I think you know, I edit a

monthly magazine, The Masses. In that magazine I have
endeavored to state my full opinions about the war policy,
as far as the statement of them did not violate the law. I
have not violated any law, nor desired to violate any law.
Nevertheless, the Post Office department declared the Auge
ust issue of my magazine unmailable. T appeared before
Judge Learned Hand, in the 2nd district court of New York,
and asked for a court order compelling the Post Office to
receive the magazine, It was granted, Judge Hand ruling
not only that my magazine was mailable under the law, but
that there was not even a question whether it was mailable
or not, as on such a question the Postmaster General would
have power to decide. The Post office, however, secured
from Judge Hough of the Circuit Court of Appeals a stay
of this order pending appeal to that court, which will prob—
ably convene in October. He also put the Post Office under
a bond of $10,000 to secure me of my damage in case the
appeal was lost, Meanwhile, however, the Postmaster Gen—
eral has revoked my mailing privilege altogether, on the
ground that the continuity of mailing of my periodical has
been interrupted—it having been interrupted only tenta—
tively, and that at the request of the Post Office, by a stay
of execution, pending an appeal which should determine
whether it was to be interrupted or not. Tt is not necessary
for you to consider whatis in the magazine in order to be
assured that this action is beyond the powers that a republic
should depute to an appointed bureaucracy even in war—
time. For I have repeatedly requested the Post Office to
inform me what specific things or kinds of things in my
magazine they consider unmailable, so that I might make up
the magazine in such a way as to be mailable in the future,
and they have stubbornly and contemptuouslyrefused. More—
over the Postmaster General, in endeavoring to justify the
suppression of The Masses to the Senate, stated that it
was denied the mails because it is a part of an organized
propaganda to promote resistance\to the draft. This accu—
sation of crime is absolutely. false. ?

I am informed by my attorneys that in ordinary. times
they could proceed against the Postmaster General and the
Secretary of Treasury and Solicitor Lamar of the Post
Office, for conspiracy to destroy my magazine, and win the
case without difficulty.  At least it is a fact that T am ready
to make my magazine conform to the laws, if it does not.
I have so stated to the Post Office, and T have been unable
to extract anyresponse from them but this grim and under—
handed act of bureaucracy which I have described.
You know that the powers which would like to kill the

propaganda of socialism are mighty, and you also know
that this propaganda will surely play a great part in ‘the fur—
ther democratizing of the world. T ask.you whetherit is
with your authority that an appointee of yours endeavors to
destroy the life of one of the three growing Socialist mag»
azines in this country, as a war measure in a war for democ—
racy—and to do this without even giving its editor the op—
portunity which he has demanded to alter it or mould it
somewhat to meet the exigencies of a military situation?

I believe that the support which your administration will 
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receive from radical minded people the country over, de—
pends greatly on its final stand on these two critical matters

of free speech and assemblage and the freedom of the press.
Yours sincerely,

MaxyEaszacam.

From President Wilson
Y DEAR MR. EASTMAN:

I thank you very warmly for your generous apprecia—
tion of my reply to the Pope, and I—wish that I could agree
with those parts of your letter which concern the other mat—
ters we were discussing when you were down here, L think
that a time of war must be regarded as wholly exceptional

and that it is legitimate to regard things which would in

ordinary circumstances be innocent as very dangerous to the
public welfare, but the line is manifestly exceedingly hard

to draw and T cannot say that I have any confidence that I

know how to draw it. I can only say that a line must be

drawnand that we are trying, it may be clumsily but genuine—
ly, to draw it without fear or favor or prejudice.

Cordially andsincerely yours,
Woonrow Witsox.

From Romain Rouand

MY DEAR MR EASTMA
1 have received your friendly letter of June 27 and the

two numbers (June and July) of Te Masses, Thanks with

all my heart. I have read with joy that courageous magazine

of which you are not onlythe editor but the soul. Liberty,

lucidity, valor, humorare rare virtues that one finds still more

rarely indeed in these days of aberration and servility: they
make the worth of your magazine, T congratulate you, and

I congratulate your collaborators—artists and. writers—for

the good and rude combat which you wage with so much
I give you my hand across the seas.

Yours faithfully,
verve and vigor.

Rosany Roteap.

I will render account for the two numbers of June and

July in the review "Demain" of Geneva.

Parls, 3 rue Beinonade

From Upton Sinclair
D EAR MAX EASTMAN:

Our too—patriotic government
fact that I have only just read your September issue with
the answer to myletter of resignation from the  Socialist

: responsible for. the

party. 1 suppose you will give m& space to reply. I will
try to be bricf, and also to emulate the courtesy and fine

temper of your article.
First you "doubt if the German rulers have enough control

over their people to perpetrate an overt policy of conquest

over the democratic nations.". Well, my dear Max, if this

war hasn‘t taught you about  that, you are one of a very small

minority! The German rulers had control enough to get a
vote of credit to raid Belgium, to overrun Serbia; would you

have thought that«possible?  Of course, these were not
"democtatic nations"—but then what are the "democratic
nations," fromyour present point of view? T ask in all sin—

cerity, for in other columns you laugh at the idea that Eng—
land and America have any right to call themselves demo—

cratic nations, Is Russia a democratic nation now? Only

the other day the Berlin Vorwaerio crying defiance to the
world, boasted of Germany‘s sustained prowess as proven

by the newly initiated march into Russia—democratic Russia,

trying to hold her national elections! You say you "see in—
dications that the German habit of loyalty is breaking up
under the tragedies of war." Of course, Max!  But whose

argument is that? Really, that is naive of you. 1 have been
asking to have the screws of war put on the Germans;
you have been asking, month after month in Tmz Massrs, to
have them taken off; and now yow claim the results which
my policy is producing!

Second, you say that America‘s proper policy is coast de—
fenses. I won‘t say much about that, because you will have
already read Joe Wanhope‘s answer in the New York Call.
For the sake of those who missed it, I will say briefly: Ger—
manyhas but a few miles of seacoast to fortify, all the rest

is too shallow for ships. We have 13,500 miles to fortify,
and it would cost more than all the military establishments

of all the nations of the world. And what about the men
to man all these forts perpetually? Will you stand for that
militarism? With the resources of present science, Germany
could land an army in any one of a hundred Atlantic harbors,

entrench undisturbed, and begin a march of conquest. With
ten years more of Prussian prepating, the acroplane would
be able to cross the ocean and destroy cities at leisure—be—
cause our easy—going democratic government, our innate, hu—
mane pacifism, would have beenasleep while such prepara—
tions were being made. I know just how it would be, be—

cause many years ago T read Blatchford‘s efforts to wake up
England, and I know what I myself did. Instead of advising
England to arm, I went over and appealed to the moral
sense of the German Socialists! That is the stage at which

you are to—day, Max; you are just a fewyears younger than I.
Youask can the allies win a military victory over Germany?

And your answer is No. You add: "This is all a technical

question, however, and I have no more information than Sin—
clair has. T wonder—since he never mentions it—whether he

ever thought of the question in making up his mind to the
wat." T answer: Yes, I have thought of it. T have thought

of nothing so much. I have made investigations, and I
believe I possess knowledge. I am surprised to know that

you admit possessing none, and appearto think that nobody
else possesses any. Do you believe, Max, that the German
High Command does not know to a dot its own losses,
temporary and permanent? Do you believe that the allied

commands do not know the German losses? Do you not
knowthat the obtaining of this information, the analyzing

of it and the plotting of the curves, day by day, is the sole
taskc of an important military department in every nation?
And don‘t you suppose that the results become known to

meutral students and get published in technical journals?

Tt is a question of German man—power, and without going
into details I will tell the figures as I think I knowthem at
the present moment. Germany has about 3,500,000 men on
the firing line. She has about 500,000 effective reserves, plus

some 300,000 of the class of 1919—cighteen—year—old boys who
will become available this fall. This will last her over the
winter—though it would not have Jasted had the Russians

fought. Assuming that the Russians do as they are doing 
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now, falling back step by step but not collapsing completely,
I believe that the German line will crack carly next summer,
I think I know this in the same way that I would have known
in the fall of 1864 that the Confederate line would crack in
the spring of 1865, assuming that Grant kept on his hammer—
ing. I spent two years studying the Civil War for my
novel, "Manassas;" T studied it from the inside, through the
documents of the time, and so I know howit feels to live
through a long war, a war of attrition. 1 know what peace
commissions Horace Greeley would have been forming had
he beenalive to—day, and I know what editorials Max East—
man would have written had he been alive in 1864.

Finally, you ask have I any guarantee that England will
stand bythe program of "democratization" in Germany—that
she will stopfighting when the "democratization" has come.
Why, Max, we both know England; we know that it con—
sists, just like America, of Tories fighting Liberals for. the
control of the country. We know that it differs from Ger—
manyin that the Liberals do sometimes win, and are always
able to a certain extent to influence the foreign policy: of
the government. T don‘t have to be a prophet to tell just
what will happen in England when the great change comes in
German public life, assuming that it does come. The Eng—
lish Tories will want to go right on conquesting; the Liberals
will want to stop; Labor will threaten a general strike, and
we, the United States, will have the final say, because we are
paying: the bills. And that is why I want us to devote our
Socialist energies in this ctisis to organizing a clear and en—
lightened determination to force a stop the moment the Ger—
man people have achieved a revolt. T say we should give them
the guarantee that we will help them to that extent, but we
should not weaken that position by indicating the slightest
extenuation of the crime they have committed in standing by
their barbatian government. _T saythat if our Socialist press
and party had taken that positionit would not be so largely
discredited and so impotent as. it is to—day.
Apropos of this, let me answer yournote to theeffect that

the party has grown so fast since the adoption of the St.
Louis resolutions, my answer is that the party once appealed
to Socialists, and to Socialists alone; there were a vast num—
ber of pacifists and a vast number of Germans to whom it
made no appeal, and from whom therefore it received. no
support. Tt has now adopted a program which appeals to

PORTRAIT OF A FRIEND
AND whatis this that tried to bite me?

.

You?
T cannot quite believe it. Yet I see

What first I thought was nothing but a flea
Is nothing but my friend. So it is true
That you who battened on my strength, and grew

Fat on my love and your own vanity,
Now strike at what you never dared to be

And try to foul the things you cannot do.

You are indeed a curious sort of thing;
An angry worm that thinks it is a snake,

Hissing because it cannot hope to sing.
And even here you fail. My friend, you make
A sorry serpent; you can only shake

Your borrowed rattles, but you cannot sting.
Louis Untermeyer.
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Back—Yard Flags

these large elements of our population. T amnot in position
to assert that its sudden new growth has come from those
elements, but I would like to see a census made and the re—
sults published. T will wager you a Red Cross button, Max,
that there are more German names among the last four
months‘ recruits than there are among the last four months‘
desertions! Also I will venture the guess that these new re:
cruits will be of slight service to the party and will prove
inadequate compensationfor the party‘s enormous loss of in—
fluence with the mass of every—day Americans

Usron Stvcrare,

SONNET
(Reorined with correctons and epologe)

Tm: angel of the morning, garbed in gold,
Rose splendidly above the fiery skies,

And shook his hair, colored in Paradise,
Where through the early mists our planet rolled;

Above the morning cloud his trumpet rang.
And T, made weary by a sick surmise
Of love that must remain till death untold,
Looked off, looked up, and wondered why I sang.

Heart, heart, you sang that morning: do you hear?
You sang in ecstacy beneath the noon,

While the tall tides washed against the pler. . .2.
The light was fading now, the night came soon,

And as our song died down, and up rose fear,
The sea rose, too, and drenched the hollow moon.

Edwin Justus Mayer. 



OUTH street, where the truckmen and dockmen. sit

around on loads of boxes and wait for a boat to come

in, where men idle in the September sunlight and dream and

yawn and smoke, where the horses clatter along the cobbles

dragging huge heavy trucks with a noise resembling a mob
of people aroused after long repression, and where the kids

sit on the edge of the dock and, look with wishful eyes at

the water below that swirls with refuse and driftwood. Oc

casionally there‘s a lull in the huge noise of the place and
other sensations drift in waves over you until another truck

wipes them out,  There is a wave of soft silence, golden in

the September sunlight with its autumny smell,  The smells

change too, with everything else, and the mellowness is re—
placed with a heavy foul odor from God knows what store—

 

John Barber

Street

house, and from the river that gulps and gulps at the docks
all day long." Then there is a tiny waveof faughter trom one

of the many: ragged boys scurrying about the edges of things,
as he succeeds in fishing out a bit of driftwood with a long
stick. It‘s exciting.—fishing for driftwood.

.

Little waves of

imagination make the urchin‘s every sense more poignant
There‘s always the possibility of another fellow coming up

behind him and pushing him into the thick water below.

And there are wild chances of a bottle drifting in from the

sea with a message in it from a shipwrecked crew or a subs

matine or something,

.

And sunken treasure!
And perhaps waves of imagination drift over the loafers

too, as they slouch and droop and rest.
D. D. 



BIRTH
A Prolog‘ue to a Tentative East Side Novel

Irwin Granich

I WAS born (so my mother once told me), on a certain
dim day of April, about seven in a morning wrapped in

fog. The streets of the East Side were dark with grey, wet
gloom; the boats of the harbor cried constantly, like great,
bewildered gulls, like deep, booming voices of calamity. The
day was sombre and heavy and unavoidable, like the walls
of a prison about the city. And in the same hour and the
same tenement that bore me, Rosic Hyman the prostitute
died, and the pale car of the same doctor heard my first
wails and the Tast quiverings of her sore heart.

I saw it all afterward through the simple words of my
mother, a strange and mournful picture. ‘The doctor had
stayed at my mother‘s bedside all through the night, for
her labors had come on her soon after she had disposed of
the supper dishes, suddenly, dreadfully.

"Ay, ay, when does it end, dear doctor?" she had moaned
all night, while the newly—bearded young practitioner rested
his tired, anemic face on his hand and stole moments of
sleep.
He would futter his eyelids to show her he was alert and

sympathetic.

"Patience, only. patience!" he mumbled over and over in
Viddish, as he pressed her hand. He was not long out of
school, and had not grown too professionally familiar with
the vast misery which is the physician‘s East Sid€.

All through my mother‘s travail my father sat under aJaundiced gas—et in the kitchen, drinking schnapps and weep—
ing; this was all he was fit for in time of strain or sorrow.
My father was a slim, cleanshaven, unusual kind of Jew,
who had been the gay blacksheep of his family in Rumania,
Toving joy and laughter as only young thoughtless people
can love them. He had capped a career of escapades byrun—
ning away to America and freedom at the age of nincteen,
and had struggled unhappily since then. He had a broad
nose, check bones wide as twin hills, and black, proud eyes.
He must have been a dancing flame of life in his youth, for
once 1 saw him at a wedding where he shook off the years
and fashed with a glad, wild, imaginative revelry such as I
had never beheld in him.  The poverty of the golden,
promised land had eaten his joy, however, and mostly I knew
him as a sad, irritable, wealdy sort of father, who drank in
the troubled times when the family needed him, and who
loved us all to maudlinity.
"And nowhow is she, Herr Docktor?" my father whis—

pered anxiouslyevery fifteen minutes through the door, for
the doctor had detected his fundamental pessimism and had
barred him from the sick room.

"She is well, she is all right, please go away!" the doctor
would call back impatiently. My father woud wring his
hands, and would creep back like a doleful, homeless dog
to his vigil by the stove in the kitchen. All night he sat
there like a mourner at an orthodox funeral, weeping and

drinking and despairing of the harshness of life, and the pain
God had put into the world for reasons unknown.

"It is so hard to live, so hard!" my father would sigh in
his sad, tearful voice. He was always saying this, I remem—
ber, and in a hurt, wondering voice, as if it were a fresh dis—
covery with him every day. My father was never anything
but a child, and hunger and pain and toil and meanness he
never grew accustomed to, as grown men must, He hated
them without understanding them, as a child hates the rod.
The night ebbed away slowly, the hours moving over. the

East Side with the solemn pace of a funcral cortege. Dawn
came on.  It grew like a pallid mushroom in the spaces be—
tween the fenements, the great heads of the houses lifting
themselves Tanguorously. in  the light," like monstrous vere—
tation,. and a few early men and women hurrying in the
shadows as the white lances pricked them. Bakers‘ wagons
lumbered through the fog; there were throaty grumblings of
distant elevated trains, gongs, a horn, and‘other strange,
cloaked morning sounds.

.

The light spread like an infection:
ashy clouds of it rolled through the windows and lay on my:
tortured mother, and the Teaden—eyed doctor, and my father
with his weltschmers and brandy under the gas—Rame
My mother breathed easier with the dawn, and she stirred

in her humid bed and called through the door, "Rueben, you
are sleeping?"
My father sprang up theatrically.

he cried with passion.  "You are feeling better, my dear
little heart? Soon it will be over, my sweet little bird?"

"Yes, yes," was my mother‘s impatient reply. "And now
get some coffee and rolls for the poor doctor here!"

So my father puttered about with various utensils in his
vague way, till the brown coffee was bubbling like a happy
fountain on the stove, and a rich, odorous steam filled all the
air with promise.

"I can find no mill!" my father wailed after one of his
pucrile searches. "Where is the milk, Yettala?"
"One goes out and gets it at the grocery, fool!" my mother

said. "I think youswould starve to death if there was no
one near to tell you the simplest things, Rueben, And get
come rolls; Wiener rolls, tefl them !"
So my father threwhis musty old coat over his shoulders,

peasant—wise, and stamped out into the unwholesome dark
of the tenement. ‘There must have been tiny gems of gas—
light glowing on everyfloor, as there are still in early dawn
on the East Side, and strange shadows must have brooded
in every corner and risen and followed him as he moved
through the queer gloom,—his nostrils filled with the packed
odors of crowded bedrooms, old cooking, garbage and faulty
sanitation, the immemorial mingled smell of poverty.
On the stoop of our tenement (so my mother told me),

my father stumbled on a huddled thing that rose and ac—
costed him.  There was the dingy morning light to see by,
and under an enfolding shaw! my father beheld the great,
sad, bewildered eyes of Rosie Hyman, the prostitute.

0, no, how could 1?"
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The East Side was rampant with prostitution then; Jewish
"daughters of joy" beckoned openly from every tenement
doorwayduring all the hours of day and night. So numerous
were they that they did not even lose caste with their more
respectable and hard—working neighborsy for their way of
life was charged to the general corrupting influence of Amer—
ica, where the children of Israel break the Sabbath, eat of

the unholypig, and otherwise neglect the God of their fathers.

My mother was one of Rosic Hyman‘s best friends.

"Rosic, you are up too early! What is wrong?" my father

exclaimed, secing some tragedy in her brooding eyes.
"I could not sleep," the girl answered, almost painfully.

"It is too warm in my room."
"Too warm?" my father cried. _"When everyone is shiv—

cring in this devil‘s weather?"
"Yes," the girl said shortly. "Howis Mrs. Gottlicb now?"

"Ach, the same," my father sighed, shaking his head
piteously. "It is so terrible to bring a child into the world!

All night I have been weeping for my Vettalal"

"It is terrible," the girl said, her face darkening.

did you do it, then?"

My father‘s checks ran with tears. "Because I am weak,

God curse me! Am I not weak, Rosic, say? Already I have

two children, and here is another who will have to suffer
with them,. Am I not a murderer?"

Rosie had always been kind, and nowshe tried to comfort
myfather. She raiseda hand through her great, red shawl

and touched his shoulder.

"We are all weak before love," she said softly.

is not our fault, Mr. Gottlieb,  God made us so."

My father: wept on.  "God made us so, and
punishes us for it,"he uttered with choked voice.

"Ves, that is life," the girl said.  "And we poor will on!

be happy in the grave, Mr. GottHicb."
"Yes, yes, yes," my father sighed, moving away as he re—

membered his errand.  "And now go back to bed and snatch

a little sleep, Rosala."

"Why

"And it

then He
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She did not answer, but stood looking after him with great,
sad eyes, like a dying thing taking its last fill of vision.
When my father returned from the grocery he found her

a twisted heap on the stoop, writhing like a cut worm when
he reached down and touched her.

"Rosala, Rosala, whatis the matter?"

Nothing coherent came from her, and my iather sped and
brought back the sleepy doctor. Now she was stark and

silent. ‘The doctor put down her wrist with an air of

finality,
"She is dead," he announced in his young and pompous

way, fingering an empty phial he had found near her, "Why
do you think she did it?"

"The man she loved left her, I think" my father said.
"Doctor, it is very hard to live!"

"Um—m," the doctor muttered, and went back to my

mother.  The news could not be kept from her, and she

wept and lamented in the heart—rending Jewish manner for
morethan half an hour.

Then I was born.

My father husried about to tell all the neighbors, and
brought back some of the women to act as nurses. It was

about noon when the Doctor finally was able to leave.

My father offered him three shabbyone—dollar bills for

his fee.

"And is this all?" the young man cried fiercely, waving
the green, ragged things in a gloved hand.

"It is all we have, Herr Docktor," my father said feebly,

with a shamed, red face.

"Beggars!®  the doctor stormed,  throwing. the bills

on the table contemptuously, and sweeping out of the door.

"Buy food with it!" he shouted over his shoulder on the

poor

landing
My father picked the bills up and regarded. them long and

sadly,  Then he shrugged his shoulders, and went into the
room where my mother was still weeping. with pain.

EAST SIDE SKETCHES

By Joseph Margulies
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Should Art Young Be Shot At Sunrise?
Charles W. Wood

T was just like this. Elihu Root had been telling the Union
League Club that what America needed most was to have

a few people shot at suntise. He wasn‘t a bit personal and
I had no reason for taking offense, but on general principles
T disagreed with him. Adding a few more funcrals to the
bill, T thought, couldn‘t give the the spectators any particularly
new thrill, and shootings at sunrise are often depressing to
the boys who are being shot.

Naturally, T didn‘t blame Mr. Root, If a fellow once gets
an appetite for these things. I suppose it‘s hard to stop all
at once. I didn‘t feel like criticizing him, cither, for not
mentioning names. If we are going to have capital punish—
ment—if we are going to go on killing folks for other folks‘
amusement—it doesn‘t make much difference in the long run
whom we kill. Of course, we like to think that we are kill—
ing the "guilty,"but that‘s only persiflage for picking out the
ones whose agony we can most enjoy. To Nero the Chris—
tians were "guilty." To the Christians, a few centurics later,
the heretics were "guilty." To kings, rebels have always been
"guilty," and to the revolutionists of Paris, poor Louis and
Marie Antoinette were "guilty."

And to Mr, Root——?. Tt was an interesting question when
you came to study it academically—what manner of man or
woman would Mr, Root most enjoy shooting at sunrise? T
made some efforts to find out and failed. He was referring
to certain editors; that was all I could fearn. Then it dawned
on me all at once that I myelf was a certain editor—only
an associate, to be sure, but an editor, sure enough.

I went to several of the most patriotic friends I have—not
ignorant and hysterical partisans, but men who have had the
reputation Reretofore of being broad—minded, educated, cul—
tured: American gentlemen. Most of them were newspaper
men, "moulders of public opinion‘/
"Don‘t you think it would be rather dangerous,"I asked,

"for the government to begin exccuting artists and writers
who are honestly opposing the government‘s policies?"

"It‘s the most necessary step for the government to take,"
was the all—unexpected answer.

.

"It‘s the only way to show
the people of this country that war is not a thing to trifle
with.

—

All the patriotic speeches and proclamations that have
been published have failed to wake them up. What is needed
is to have a few prominent people shot for treason."
To such an onslaught I could not well oppose the objection

that the government might begin by shooting my. unim—
portant self.

"In my opinion," I said, "the man who has slammed this
government hardest all along is our country‘s greatest
cartoonist and possibly our most genuine humorist—Art
Young, How would you like to have the United States gov—
ernment shoot Art Young at sunrise?"

"It would be a damned good thing," was the thoroughly
sincere reply.

|

"The better known the man is the more good

it would do. If you imagine that it would arouse any par—
ticular protest, it‘s because you don‘t realize the seriousness
of the situation. There would be a few howls, of course,
but they could easily be put down, and the American public
generally would applaud the execution. A man like Eliha
Root doesn‘t make such a statement without measuring its
exact meaning.

.

The nation is at war, man, it‘s at war, and
it‘s high time we faced the fact."

THAT’S how I came to go to the Hippodrome.
To me the Hippodrome is New York‘s best barometer

of public sentiment. Tt holds 5,000 spectators as nearly rep—
resentative of every class in America as any audience could
be.: Seats range from 50 cents to $2.50. They are filled by
rich and poor—by the rich who are independent enough to
sneals into a performance that they can actuallyenjoy, and
by the poorto whom fifty cents means a large part of their
winter‘s savings.

|

Also, it is not strictly a New York audi—
ence. Every state in the union is probably represented. in
every crowd; for the Hippodrome is New York‘s big attrac—
tion, according to the average visitor from Rutland County,
Vt, or Fargo, N. D. Good, old—fashioned» Methodists go to
the Hippodrome, cither on the theory that it is not a "Thea—
ter," or that they are entitled to one independent look—in on
what the "theater" actually is. Sinners, on the other hand,
can see a considerable exhibition, small boys can get all the
thrills of the cireus, grown—ups can pretend that they are
taking Johnny to see the elephants, and people of culture can
be fairly certain that there will be nothing in the whole per—
formance offensive to the finest taste. The only. other insti—
tution in America that seems to me to be like the Hippo—
drome is the Saturday Evening Post. Neither of them seems
to stand for anything in particular, and both are probably
run for the sole purpose of making money; but they‘re both
big and fine and make a tremendous appealto almost every—
body. When the Hippodrome audience applauds vocifer—
cusly, I can‘t help feeling that the heart of America is ex—
expressingits emotions.
And the Hippodrome went wild this night. 1 understand

that it goes wild every night—in much the same way and at
the same great climax, the tableaux "Off to France."
This is in "Cheer2" of the "Cheer Up" show.

.

The scene
is a recruiting station, where John Hendricks and the entire
company sing "Cheer Up, ‘Liza," notifying all and sundry
that a little thing like the love of woman.doesn‘t count when
anyone is going out to can the Kaiser, or words to that
effect. The words are the merest banalities, the music is
certainly not distinctive, there are none of the terrible cle—
mental tones of the great battle hymns, nothing of the mad—
dening appeal of the Marseillaise; not a note, in fact, that
would, under ordinary cireumstances, incite anyone to any
action more desperate than twiddling his thumbs. But before
the sing—song is finished, that representative American andi— 
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ence is clapping, stamping, yelling its applause. When  the
scene changes to a transport loaded with boys in khaki, and

when the transport whistles, and begins to back from its

pier, the whole audience bursts into a frenzyof unmistakable

joy.
That‘s what it is—Joy. If the applause merely meant that

they approved of the war, it wouldn‘t be so significant. But

it meant more. It meant that this crowd was as happy at

the thought of sending our soldiers to France as the Roman

populace could possibly have been over its wonderful butcher—

ies and crucifixions.

I have heard a good deal about this country going to war

as a disagrecable duty. I have no doubt that war seems

like a disagreeable duty to such men as Charles Edward

Russell here, or Philip Scheidemann in Germany; but I

don‘t believe that the masses of the people can ever be moved
to war from any such incentive, They must have their pas—
sions aroused; and when the passion is aroused, reason and
individual ethics don‘t count any more than poor ‘Liza did

at the Hippodrome. She sobbed some and beat her breast, but
she didn‘t interfere with the cheering, and she didn‘t even

get her name on the program.

I went to the Hippodrome last year and observed. that
patriotism in New York had got down to the mumbling stage.
It isn‘t there any longer.  A year ago the audiences only
applauded decorously when the flag was waved. This year
they give vent to a joyous rage. ‘Whatever is done under the
flag today is prettysure to be sanctioned by the multitude
—whether it is shooting Germans in a foreign country or
shooting editors at home.  And so, if Eliku Root did mean

one of us, it isn‘t hardly worth while to argue against our

fate.  Elibu is a patriot. Whatever he does, he does under

the flag. If he should want a Tot of us shot at sunrise, it

should be a fairly easy matter,  Concededly, he won‘t have

us shot unless we are "guilty"; but everybody who wants

to know the whys and wherefores of this war today is

"auilty," so there is verylittle comfort in that.

Tie Masses asked questions about it and was suppressed by
The People‘s Council called a meeting to

These officials
the government.
discuss it and was stopped by official force.
claimed to representthe people, and I think they did. They

can‘t tell me that Wilhelm doesn‘t represent Germany, as

long as the German people let him get away with it, or that

Nero didn‘t represent the will of Rome. The will of Amer—

ica, if the Hippodrome is a good criterion, consists of a mad

enthusiasm: to back up anything done in the name of the

Stars and Stripes

So good—bye, Tom Mooney. You‘re going to be hanged
sure, from the present outlook.

.

Not because you have broken

any law, but because they will find a wayto wave the Stars
and Stripes above the event. And good—bye, Art Young, if

some eminent patriot decides to have you shot at sunrise.

My patriotic friends were right. The people would applaud—

the people you have loved and pitied and fought for all your
life. We‘re at war, man; we‘re at war, and it‘s high time
we faced the fact. All this and much more passed through

my mind as T listenedto the cheering in "Cheer 2" of "Cheer

Up" at the Hippodrome.

Was I cheered up? You may expect me to say that I

wasn‘t, but I was. That‘s what the Hippodromeis for. The
transport scene soon fadedfrom memory and T found myself

laughing and applanding: as enthusiastically as anybody.
And when I came away, I said it was a corking good show,

and one of my friends who wanted Art Young shot at sun—

rise agreed with me that it was.
"How did you like ‘Cheer up, Liza‘"? I asked.
"Which was that"? he said.

"The transport scene," I explained.
"All right," he said, "but the thing that got me was that

hobo mediey."
These friends of mine were not beasts after all, but just

plain folk; kind, sentimental, fun—loving folk, like the boys

who tried to hang Max Eastman out in Fargo, or those who

have been terrorizing Socialist meetings in New York; like

the fellows who butchered a drunken man: the other day

for yelling "To hell with the United States"; like most

of our senators and congressmen and Governor: Burn—
quist and Elihn Root, and the glad old Romans who

used to have such fine times at the crucifixions. Good
fellow, every one, but each of them  having certain

passions deep down in his soul which ordinary civilization

gives small opportunity to vent.  These are the passions
which ery out for battle, and make going to war a joy. I

guess we all have them. Elihu Root is probably no more

charged with elemental blood—lust than T.

But there is this difference.  It is the business of peace to

keep those passions in check; not by mere repression but by
making an appeal to the creative passions instead. Tt is the
business of war to let those passions loose; and no nation is
ever psychologically on a war footing until its people have
let loose, as the American people have, to judge by the Hip—
podrome.

The Seven Arts

HE SEVEN ARTS, perhaps the best friendof the creative

spitit that there has been in the magazine world may
have to suspend publication with the present issue. Tt came
to a choice between the subsidy which had made its existence

possible, and freedom of discussion with regard to the war,

tor quite spontancously, the group of writers behind the

Seven Arts had, in the interests of the creative spirit at—

tacked militarism and the militaristic tyrannies engendered

in America by our entrance into the war,  The editors chose

to keep their freedom and lose their subsidy.
They are now undertaking to find out if such a magazine

can be kept going without anyfinancial backing except such

as may be furnished by readers interested in the freedom of

art and of ideas. Tt is estimated that if each reader of the

Seven Arts would contribute ten dollars to its support, the

experiment would be a complete succe We believe the
friends of the Seven Arts will not fail in this crisis.. And if
any of our readers have not yet discovered the Seven Arts,

they can most profitably, to themselves and the cause of in—

tellectual and artistic liberty, begin or renew acquaintance

in its pages with the work of such liberators as Romain

Rolland, J. D. Beresford, D. H. Lawrence, Robert Frost, Amy

Lowell, Theodore Dreiser; Sherwood Anderson, John Reed,

Randolph Bourne, James Oppenheim and Louis Untermeyer.

‘The regular subscription price is $2.50 a year, and the ad—

dress is 132 Madison Avenne, New York. 
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BOOKS THAT ARE INTERESTING
A MONTHLY REVIEW CONDUCTED BY FLOYD DELL

The Book of the Month
King Coal, by Upton Sinclair. $1.50%et. [The Macmilian

Co.]

FOR a long while after "The Jungle" came out, the peopleof Chicago shrugged their shoulders when it was men—
tioned, with the remark, "That book spoiled my appetite
And sensitive souls cringed at the hot smelly. waves thatcame from the stockyards all through summer months.
The fresh lake breeze, the hot sweet smell of the parkgrass in summer, and the odor of burning leaves throughout

the stuffy earlyautumn—they could not blot out the memory
of that hell simmering in the southwest of Chicago,

In spite of the fact that the subject matter of "King Coal"
was told and retold—in the Congressional Committee‘s re—
port, in Everybody‘s magazine, the Metropolitan, the Sur—
vey, Harper‘s Weekly, and Collier‘s Weekly, and by news—
papers all over the country,—in spite of the fact that the
strike occurred in Colorado, back in 1913—14 (it seems ages
ago) whenthe horrors of Europe were just beginning—"King
Coal" will probably produce as terrific a sensation as "The
Jungle." A fump of coal, as a slice of sausage, can have
a strange power over your imagination and emotions.
God knows, coal will be an emotional enough subject in

the city of New York this winter, with the landlords taking
out of the leases the clause gunrantecing heat. And a book
like "King Coal" will be a ceaseless reminder to the people
of the conditions in  West Virginia, Alabama, Michigan,
Minnesota and Colorado.
One hundred and seven men sealed up in a mine for four

days with no food, no water, with a fire smouldering. and
smoking and fuming, with gases and stenches holding them
by the throat and slowly killing them; above ground the
mothers and kids—dirty little kids, kids whose noses were
never wiped, kids who wore no civilized diapers, sobbed and
sobbed.

It is no comfort to think that the disaster described in
"King Coa!" happened several years ago. It would be no
comfort to go up to Rockefeller‘s Sunday School class and
hear about the amelioration of working class conditions
since the world war. Because only a year ago in June, one
hundred and sixty men burned alive in the Speculator mine
of Butte, Montana, and only a few months ago, girls had
their eyes and noses and fingers and ears blown off in the
explosion at Eddystone.

It happensall the time. Upton Sinclair tells of the ques—
tion which arose in Cherry, IHL, after an accident, the ques—
tion of saving property or saving lives. Tt was decided in
favor of the property, and "they sealed the mine, while
women fainted and men tore their clothes in frenzy, some
going insane. They kept it sealed for two weeks, and when
they opened it, there were twenty—one men still alivel
"They did the same thing in Diamondville, Wyoming .

They built up a barrier, and when they took it away they
found a heap of dead men, who had crawled to it and torn
their fingers to the bone trying to break through."

And only last winter Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, one of the
organizers for the Industrial Workers. of the World, was
speaking over on Havemeyer street and on the East Side—
they wouldn‘t listen to her anywhere else—and telling of the
treatment of the Mesaba miners and pleading for funds to
save from life—imprisonment the leaders of the strike who
had been framed—up on a murder charge.

It isn‘t only because this sort of thing is happening all the
time that this book of Sinclair‘s is so powerful. The way
the story is told has a great deal to do with it. Many times
it is as unemotional as a newspaper account. Mr. Sinclair is
far from being a "soap—boxer." The photographic quality does
not in any way detract from the color of the book. One
mever feels for an instant that the author is cold—bloodedly
manipulating one‘s emotions.  It is grim and real, and with
all its grimness there is humor.

There are gleams of sunlight freckling the pages. Mary
Burke is the first. She has red hair, and a brogue, and she
washes out her one dress, blue calico with a patch on the
Teft shoulder, every night to put on again the next morning.
She is a lovable heroine.

And little Jerry Minctta, who swears obscenely, and prides
himself on his Americanism, He is a sturdy little Socialist.
The hero himself—I pause. Mr. Sinclair announces in a

postscript that "practically all the characters are real per—
sons, and every incident which has social significanceis not
merely a true incident but a typical one." Therefore the
question which his remarkable hero leaves in my mind is
this: Is Hal Turner, the Coal King‘s son who so adventu—
rously goes into the mining camp and endeavors to start
the social revolution—is this humorous, courageous youth,
Upton Sinclair‘s mental image of what John D. Rockefeller
should have been in 1913—14 when he made a pretense at
investigation?

Or, more humorous possibility, is Sinclair presenting: the
latter‘s picture in Percy Harrigan, the millionaire college
professor‘s stupid son, who comes down to the scene of
the disaster and strike in a special train surrounded by
fashionable men and women and cut glass and white linen
and electric light, pink—shaded?

.

Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., would
not be pleased.
The argument advanced throughout the book is this:  no

violence but one great union of all the workers over the
world, to strike, and strike again. And this is what the
working class is doing. Dororny Day.

Marching Men
Marching Men, A Novel, by Sherwood Anderson.

net. [John Lane Co.]
$1.50

UTHIS is not a war story" is the warning announcement
of the cover.

But just the same one links up the idea of Marching Men
with the war, One cannot help thinking how millions will
come back with the idea of union tingling in their feet. ‘The 
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army of Marching Men, the post—war conditions, and Sher—
wood Anderson‘s idea—then——I
Books come out year byyear from men who have watched

the millions of workers go shuffling home at night with
weary, sodden faces and who have ached with the problem
of the working class. "King Coal" was one of them. ‘Er—
mest Poole‘s "The Harbor" was another. The latter, with
its colossal—minded Dillon, who sat in his tower office above
NewYork and resolved that the masses should be pulled up
bythose in power, did not convince. All through history men
with lofty minds have been straining to pull the working
people up. All through history there have been working—
men who have tried to push them up. This is one of the
first books wherein the writer has taken the latent
idea of the men themselves and worked upon it. It‘s a
very simple idea. It‘s the same idea that every labor leader
has of solidarity,  But it is solidarity in its most primitive
form

"Beaut" McGregor, son of a miner, brought up in a min—
ing town, learns to despise and hate the shiftless spirit of
the men who worked around him. It is this hate of his

which keeps him to his purpose and helps him develop his
idea,
Terms used to define the class struggle are often military

terms. ‘The class wat, union, solidarity, leader, strike—all
these words taken literally have a physical significance.
"Beaut" McGregor takes them literally. Heuses the simple,
primitive idea of men marching shoulder to shoulder as to
a battle, and works it out until in Chicago, where the scene
of this story is laid, every workingman is literally a part of
an enormous unit. And as the idea of union spreads to their

feet and shoulders and chins and eyes, it sinks into the
brain too, and it stays there.
Of course there have been huge armies trained by Napo—

Icons for centuries. But the militant leaders have taught the
workers the secret, says "Beaut" McGregor, "only to be—
tray them. The men of books and brains have done the

There are thousands of loose—jawed men talkingtill
their jaws hang like worn—out gates. Words mean nothing,
but when a man marches with a thousand other men and
is not doing it for the glory of some king, then it will mean
something. He will know then that he is a part of some—
thing real and he will catch the rhythm of the mass and
glory in the fact that he is a part of the mass and that the
mass has meaning. He will begin to feel great and power—
ful, That is what the great Teaders of armies have known.
And they have sold men out. They have used that knowl—
edge to subdue men, to make them serve their own little
ends."
"Marching Men" is a "novel of ideas"—not an ordinary

novel. One forgets the "story." The early strugeles of
"Beaut" McGregor are convincing, one recognizes them as
real, but one is not immersed in them as fiction. And so
withthe love story. The two women of the book are real,
but are brushed aside by the wings of the idea. And the
idea is so big and splendid that one does not care.

D.D.

same

UR apologies are due to T. B. Eastland, whose story, "The

Great Undertaking," through a most regrettable accident,
apheared in an incomplete form in the October number.

My Political Ideals
Political Ideals, by Bertrand Russell.

Century: Co.]

THIS review is by way of being a confession. I make it
because my own experience seems to be so much like

that of a large part of the humanrace, Tt is the story of my
political ideals, and it begins with my childhood.

Until I was four years old T lived, like Adam, in a Para—
dise, created especially for me, I was on the best of terms
with God, that is to say, my Father, whom I considered an
all wise and beneficent being. And everything in the world
was good, and I was happy.
And then, one day, my sister, aged ten, was guilty of "act—

ing like a tomboy."  Climbing trees in the schoolyard was, 1
think, her specific offense against the moral law. T heardit
discussed in grave tones at home, and thus I became aware
of the existence of sin—and punishment, For it was decided
that my sister must be whipped. —My mother, pale and weep—
ing, led me into the parlor, and, held tightly in her arms, I
heard the distant sounds of dreadful strugele. My father
was a small man, and my sister a very husky little girl. She
kicked and bit and scratched. It seemed very terrible to
me. But presently the Deity; red—faced and angry, came in
and told my mother to go ahead with supper; and I learned
that my sister had been locked in the garret. Divine justice,
it appeared, had finally. triumphed.

Tt had not occurred to me to question the rightness of
these proceedings, but the excitement of so many disturbing
discoveries about the universe kept me from eating any
supper; and as soon as possible I slipped from my chair and
went, unobserved and by a devious route, up the garret
stairs. A strange sound came from within. Tt was my sister,
sobbing. I had always regarded her as an adult and almost
as an enemy. She teased and scolded me, she wasrude and
unkind, But suddenly T realized that she was little and help—
less. And the garret, which had always been a delectable
place, fragrant with walnuts and apples, seemedall at once
a horrible den. It was dark! ‘And there might be rats in
there! 1 thought of the awful story of Bishop Hatto in his
Tower . . and as I stood there on the stairway, listening
to my sister‘s pitiful, frightened sobbing, T realized that the
world was not good. It was an evil and uely and terrible
place.  My Paradise had vanished. T hated the world.

As I stood there, I became aware that the door, which
had no lock, was propped shut with a broomstick, Inside,
mysister vainly beat on the door, and gasped out hysteri—
cally, pleading for release. With a sudden futile anger, I
struck at the broomstick with my hands. The slight blow
almost dislodged it, and T stepped back, startled, frightened
at what I had almost done. I had almost interfered. with
the processes which were all I knew of law and religion, of
human and divine justice. T realized my wickedness and im
picty, and in great trepidation hurried down the stairs. T
wanted to get away as quickly as possible from the scene of
my almost—sacrilege and treason.  But I stopped at the foot
of the stairs. Mysister was sobbing quictly now. _T listened,
and sat down on the step, crying too, vainly, impotently.
Then, I did not know why—for T did not wish to do so
terrible a thing—in a sort of daze T marched up the stairs,
pulled awaythe broomstick—and then, Anarchist and Athe—

$1 net. [The
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ist  and

steps .

Thus did I lose my first Political Ideal—the belief that
this the best of all possible worlds, ruled by a benign
God. Some people never lose that Political Ideal. They
invent elaborate theories to justify the existence of poverty,
famine, .war, slavery, prostitution, unlimited childbearing,
disease, childlabor, and what not. And it deserves to be
recorded as a strange fact that not only the benefciaries but
even the victims of such arrangements frequently believe
in them .

My next Political Ideal was the Glorious Past, After my
one early rebellion, I had conformed.

.

But I did not like the
world I found myself in, and presently, at the age of twelve,
I discovered Ancient Greece. I liked Ancient Greece so
much better than the factory town to which my family had
moved, that I lived in the past rather than in the present.
In that respect I was like a vast portion of mankind, who
have always harked back wistfully to a Golden Age, when
life flowed full and sweet and strong.

.

When T pored over
maps of Athens, and in imagination dug with Schlemann
into the ruins of Troy, I was finding my own country.
But some of the Greeks were so far from being satisfed

with their own Golden Age that they turned to the future
to found there imaginary Utopias. And so at last did 1:
And my next Political Ideal, conceived at the age of fifteen
with some assistance from Bellamy and William Morris and
Lawrence Gronlund and Trmatius Donnelly, was the Co—
operative Commonwealth. But, though I now lived in the

terribly

.

afraid, 1 stumbled blindly

.

down

.

the

future instead of in the past, it wasstill a mere unsatisfied
withdrawalfrom the actual world, until I discovered—in the
person of a street—sweeper in a public park one night—the
Socialist movement. I had supposed that Bellamy and
Morris were lonely dreamers like myself—that all the whole
rest of the world was utterly satisfied with the dingy present.
Could it be true that there were many of us?—that we had
a party, numbering millions all over the world, growing
year by year, electing officials, proposing definite plans for
the reconstruction of society? That was a glorious evening
in which T heard from the lips of the street—sweeper in broken
English that my dreams and I were part of a living move—
ment that was preparing to take the world into its hands to
shape anew.
So T joined the Socialist local. I was going to help buifd

the kind of world T wanted to live in.. But what kind of
world did I, in fact, want to live in? I took advice of the
men and books— with which I came in contact, and my new
Political Ideal took shape under their influence. And the
shape it took, with me and many others, Teft something to be
desired. The Socialism of that period was undertaking to
steer a careful course betweenthe beautiful but impracticable
ideal of a sudden and cataclysmic revolution, and the prac—
ticable but trivial ideal of Reform. We wanted terribly not
to be impracticable, however, and gradually we drifted to—
ward the shore of Staté Socialism—not without many fears.
We saw that the government behaved like any. other em—
ployer whenits employees tried to go on strike—only. with
a more instant effectiveness.. We began to wonder whether
we were not after all working to create a Servile Statel
Could those rash consins of ours, the Anarchists, be right in
declaring that the State must be utterly abolished?  And
then came Syndicalism, reminding us how out of touch we

were with the working class. ‘And, by a kind of paradox,
this led us to look with more sympathy upon the timid
efforts even of the A. F. of L.—which were sometimes not
so timid, after all .

.

. I found myself a part of that un—certain end—of—the—century Socialism which was torn by so
many: doubts and dissentions, ‘The fact was that knowledge,experimentally gained, was pouring in upon us from all sides
too fast for us to assimilate it. At that very moment, the
solid bases of a new Political Ideal were being laid.

|

But
all we saw was the break—up of our old familiar certainties.
As all the thoughtful world of that time doubted and won—
dered, so did I doubt and wonder.  And the result of so much
uncertainty, blockingas it did the path of action, wasfor me,
as for many others, spiritual fatigue. I waited to be shown,
evincing a polite cynicism which really only masked mytoo—
much hope ..
And then, while we waited, the war came—the war which

we had Tong predicted but never really. expected. Some of
us saw in it—too rashly, T think—an instrument of progress:
they surrendered, as we say, to the militarists: but for my
part, T cannot regard them as irretrievably lost souls.

.

The
rest of us joined in an effort to preserve some fragments of
those constitutional rights which have never as a wholeexisted except on paper; we engaged in a losing struggleagainst war and against conscription; we entered into the
old, ‘old fight, under the banner of a phrase which we would
once have despised, for the rights of conscience .
Meanwhile our political horizons have enlarged. We seethe necessity, if mankind is not to be destroyed in endlesswars, for military powers to be vested in a political entitywhich includes the whole world: an atrangement  whichneither destroys nor exalts the State. We have lost some ofour old confidence in the magic of economic determinism;we do not care to rely exclusively on the possessive in.

stincts of the working class to bring about a happier world;rather, we wish to devise such political and social arrange—
ments as will encourage the creative impulses in all man—
kind. We are confirmed in our conviction that democracyis a necessity not merely in what is called government, but
in the management of industry. We are able to conceive, in
terms more satisfactory than ever before, the forms of self—
governing industrial organizations, under state control only
so far as regards the price at which their product is to be
sold. We are convinced that an education so directed as to
encourage the creative impulses, and an industrial stem
which engages the administrative capacities of the workers,
will divert to the individual life that energy which has gone
hitherto into the growth of competitive militaristic States.
We realize that such a program, however possible, can be
attained only by long struggle, and we knowthat the struggle
can be won only after a series of minor triumphs in everyfeld
whichare in themselves a preparation for the final change.
But we believe that only a vision of the goal to be attained
will inspire the necessary effort, and we look forward cagerly
to a reconstitution of the world—wide revolutionary move—
ment upon the basis of our new knowledge—to a Newer In—
ternational—as the means of reconstruction.
We are living at the beginning of an era which will be

marked among all others in the history of the world for its
gigantic

_

conscious effort at

.

political reconstruction.

...

We
must begin now, even in the turmoil of war, to reformulate
our Political Ideals. And this book of Bertrand Russell‘s is 
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one which can give us much help. My own political ideals
—to advert to them for the last time—owe so much to his
clear statement that 1 feel he can perform a. like service
for others who have passed through similar intellectual ex—

periences, The main outlines of the political reconstruction
of the new age are given in this book with admirable sim—

plicity. A mind such as Bertrand Russell‘s, retaining as it

does amid the welter of world—war a high philosophic calm,
and yet keeping nevertheless its warm and rich humanity, is

one singularly capable of stating to us the nature of the
high task which mankind must accomplish and in which we
can individually bear ourpart.

His book, at once wise and eloquent, arouses the emotions
which, though necessary to the undertaking of such a task,
are all too easily dissipated by the disconraging aspect of
affairs from day to day; and, often as we may have heard
them, we cannot too often hear again such reassurances as
these:

"Few men seem to realize how many of the evils from

which we suffer are wholly unnecessary, and that they could
be abolished by a united effort within a few years. If a

majority in every  civilized country so desired, we could,
within twenty years, abolish all abject poverty, quite half
the illness in the world, the whole economic slavery. which

binds down nine—tenths of our population; we could fill the

world with beauty and joy, and secure the reign of universal
peace. Tt is only because men are apathetic that this is not

achieved, only because imagination is sluggish, and what
always has beenis regarded as whatalways must be. With

good—will, gencrosity, and a little intelligence, all these
things could be brought about."
The moment has indeed come, for the first time in human

affairs, when such conscious control of our destinies is pos—
sible. We have the knowledge, and we havethe power. We
have only to organize the will to do it.

Frovo Detr.

War Stuff

Grapes of Wrath, by Boyd Cable.
ton & Co.[

OYD, CABLE, as he reveals himself in his latest war—

book, sugwests that insincere "note—taking novelist on the

trail for copy" who was described in a recent issue of the
Yale Review, A newspaper reporter, trained in human in—
terest writing, but with no honest interest in the material he
was handling, could have written this book. "Grapes of

Wrath" lacks humaninterest simply because it is so obviously
intended to be human interest stuff. It seems to skirt the
boundaries of the real and vivid.

To Cable, the horror and filth of the battlefield and trench
are not unfamiliar. More than once has he been at death‘s

door and escaped by a miracle. Such experiences must have
contributed to deepening and intensifying his outlook, Had

he consulted only his own desires he might have achieved

a piece of admirable writing. But Cable seems to have

written for  a  conventional,  sentimental  audience  that
prefers a pretty lie to an ugly truth. In so far as he caters

to such readers, his work loses in truth and honesty.

¥et he does not altways yield to the tendency of sentimen—

$1.50 net,  [E. P. Dut—

tal falsification. The chapter entitled "Casualties" is the

finest in the book. And it is the finest because the truth

of that scene must have overwhelmed the author and made

it impossible for him to gloss over it with a sentimental

touch. But in the last chapter, "Play Out the Game," he has

written pages of false, sickly romanticism, Such writing is
all the more revolting to good taste, in contrast to the direct

and honest chapter preceding.
"Grapes of Wrath" is the fourth war—book Cable has

written since he went into action with the British army,

The other three have been popular successes.

.

Perhaps
"Grapes of Wrath" will be, too.

.

But it is an artistic failure,

l Uhae l

The Fictitious Role

The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, by Henry Handel Rich—

ardson. $1.50 net. [Henry Holt & Co.]

HIS book has all the virtues of most of the novels which

have within recent years achieved fame as "master—

pieces of realistic fiction." If this bookhas a more quiet and

less wide success, I suspect it will be because it does not deal,

as most of those others have, with love—especially iflicit love.

It is more enterprising. Tt deals with a theme comparatively

mew in fiction, That such enterprise should be counted

against it seems unjust, but not improbable. Tt would seem

as though love (whether presented candidly, or, so to speak,
camouflagrantly) were the only theme worthy of our atten—

tion, But in the actual world, work appears to be at Teast
as important. And when presented with 40—centimetre cf—
fect, as in "Jean—Christophe" and "Pelle the Conqueror," it

is indeed capable of engaging ourinterest. But this book
deals with the theme in a quieter and more indirect way.

It is the story of a man who is unhappy because he has

mot found the work into which he can put the whole energy

of his being, He is a doctor who emigrated from England
to Australia during the gold—rush of fifty years ago; he be—
comes a storekeeper in Ballarat, marries happily, recom—
mences the profession of medicine, and after many struggles

(delineated with keen psychological insight against a dramatic
pioneer background) he becomes successful.  And now he is
more unhappy than ever—so unhappy that he throws up
everything and returhs to England, at the age of forty, to

start life anew.

He does not know what is the matterwith him.  He thinks
he is homesick for England, and that the English sky would
ctire him—though he is acquainted with a Latin tag to the

effect that they change their skies who cross the sea, but

never change their soul. And perhaps he, rather than the
Latin poet, is right; for in England he may perhaps find an
environment in which reading, and intellectual speculation, and

the life of thought, are not ridiculous and impossible. He

in fact a scholar who has mistaken his role; andall his
cfforts to be miner, storekeeper, doctor, are failures so far as
bringing him any essential happiness is concerned. With
the assistance of his sweet and practical wife, he has "suc—

ceeded"—it is true. And one sympathizes with her dismay

and anxiety when he proposes to throw up these substantial

ains at the bidding of a wild whim.. But whatshall it profit

a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own role? 
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« So, at the end we sée him setting out, almost penniless,
with his best years behind him, in search of he krows not
what.

This ending is quite obviously not the end; and T under—
stand that this volume is in fact the first of a trilogy. I am
among those who will wait eagerly for the other volumes.
If they are written with the same sincerity and knowledge as
this one, the work will be a real contribution to psycho—
logical fiction. £/D.

The God of Youth

A Letter From a Young Soldier

p®A® rtoyp pecr:
I want to answer the review of H. G. Wells‘"God the Invisible King," which appeared in your depart.ment of Te Masses this month (September) underthe héad—ing "The Religion of Middle—Age." I would not try to answera comprehensive review of the book even if it were very bad.But "all that is asked of the new God is the admission thathis divinity is not for youth," says the reviewer at the endof an essay on the slackness, stateness and covert cowardice

of middle—age.

book,

All I can say is that I am a youth just twenty—three years
old and that the "newgod" was so much my god that T could
have wept with joy to have him so set forth by Wells; and
he is the god of many another youth here in my regiment.
This latter fact surprised me at first.  But when Wells

said he was merely writing down the religion—I understood
him to mean a more or less unconscious religion—of a great
many modern men and women, I set out to discover if it
were as general as he seemed to think. It is, as far as I can
Iearn from those about me. Even those who have never
(apparently) thought or cared about the subject before are
surprisingly responsive to the idea of a god such as Wells
acknowledges.

There are exceptions, of course, but principally among
church members and very young fellows fresh from school
and home—boys who have been protected from life, who
have not fully met reality and so, as yet, do not feel the
necessity of a correlating and essential existence.
Perhaps it is this romantic, sensual, experiencing period

of youth to which the reviewer refers. T wish T had Wells‘
book at hand to quote from, for I remember that he dealt
specifically with the matter of trying to foist god upon child—
hood or adolescence, God should not be spoken of until the
need for him—the inadequacy of the other gods of self and
sense—was felt; and even then he should not be taught—
‘mo aspect of god, no characteristic should be insisted upon.
For instance, the intimate nearness of god might be very
much resented by one who had never been utterly deserted
and unhappy.

That, T believe, is the gist of what Wells says about youth
—exactly what, I presume, Elsie Clews Parsons tries to say
about it—leave it alone. Only he does not deify this wist—
iul, hoping staze, this sniffing of life, as Elsic Parsons seems
to do.

Wells‘ god is eminently a god of reality, a god of struggle

and of happiness, a god of the real adventure—not the mo—
notonous, purposeless fermentation we call romance.
"A petty formula" indeed He is an escape from the en—

chanted ring of life and he is the inspiration and the purpose
of life.

But there is no use going on about my interpretation of
what Wells thinks about god. However, I do want to makeit clear that there are a number of us youths, young, vigor—
ous, not over—cowardly or slack, that have been swept along
on the current of our youthful love of adventure and unthink—
ing enthusiasm to this reckoning of their worth and their
end, and we find they have tricked us. To us Wells has
brought a message and a hope, he has given a new zest to
life, a light, and an aim.

While I sit here writing this on the top—sergeant‘s type—
writer this eastward—rushing troop train is passing through
frequent small Kansas towns. ‘The seventeen cars are bulg—
ing at the windows and doors with shouting, whistling youth,
waving bits of paper with names and addresses on them for
any girl who will come near enough to catch them.

.

Their
yelling and coyote calls sound somehow wistful—calling to
a vanishing dream, checring a tricky and devouring. life.
Presently they return to their cards, their tobacco, some of
them—if they have been able to get it—to their liquor, dull—
ing themselves, distracting themselves from the reality about
them, protecting their youth from it and at the same time let—
ting their youth slip from them half—tasted, incffectual,  For
they have not found the source and the channel of youth.
For them, too, god has been distorted into a creature for
slack middle—age.

It is against this distortion that Wells especially declares.
He sets forth a god of adventure, of infinite beginning and
striving, a youth himself, a lover of youth, the great, invisible
companion of youth.
That being the clear, strong, urgently needed message of

Wells‘ book, I feel an almost vicious dismay when I see it
gatbled and misrepresented in about the only magazine one
may now look to for truth that is not policy—tainted. Tt is
too bad if it is to be prejudice—tainted.
At any rate pleasesay for me that the god Wells writes of

has brought a new impulse and courage to a group of us
engineers who are on our way to face an ugly and mad
reality. J. N. ow

P.S.—Although I am sending you my name, regiment, etc.,
I think it would be advisable, if you print any part of what
I have written, not to include this information.

ABOVE THE HILL
AFOREST of sharp skeletons flame—seared,

They stand above the hill, the ancient trees,
A waste of broken trunks the shells have cleared
Of swaying branch and leaf and woodland ease.

So still they are, the Spring shall turn aside,
Summer shall never touch their blackened sleep.
They know—they know earth‘s laughing heart has died,
‘The ancient trees, whose roots have pierced so deep.

Hortense Flexner 
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MaAssEs BOOK
FICTION

"His Family®
By Ermest Poole, author of The Harbor.
A story of an American family with a
wonderfully sympathetic. study  of the
father, $1.50 net.
"Busan Lennox—Her Fall and Rise."

By David Graham Phillips. One of the
most searching character. studies of a
woman yet done.  Phillips looked life
square in the face. In two volumes.
$2.50 net.

"Dubliners."
By James Joyce. A series of short stories

that give us Dublin life, character and
types as nothing else has. $1.50.

"Mendel."
By Gilbert Cannan. A profound character

study of a Jewish boy, an artist, in
Bohemian London. An English "Jean
Christophe."$1.50;

"The Unwelcome Man"
By Waldo Frank, A keen study of a shy
youth in an environment that is crushing
out his incipient genius. $1.50.

"A Soldier of Life"
By Hugo de Selincoutt. A story of a man
who returns from the front to face with
tortured vision the ways of his old life.
$1.50 net.

"Jerry of the Islands"
By Jack London. Real Adventures of a

dog. hero in a very  real cannibal
world. $1.50.

"The Confessions of a Little Man During
Great Days"

Translated from the Russian of Leonid An—
dreyey, by R. S, Townsend. A remark—
able picture of the inner workings of the
mind of the Russian people during the
War, $1.35 net.

"Regiment of Women"
By Clemence Dane. A tale of a clever, fas.

cinating, unbelievably selfish woman and
her attempt to dominate the life of a
young girl. $1.50.

"Olga Bardel"
By Stacy Aumonier. The story of the de—
velopment and career of a strange, beau—
tiful, fascinating genius. $1.35 net.

"Lewis Seymour and Some Women"
By George Moore. Moore‘s earlier novel,
"A Modern Love," rewritten.  $1.50 net.

‘Eternal Husband"
And other stories by Fedor T
niewly translated from the Russian.

Dostoevkii,
$1.50.

"Sister Carrie"
By Theodore Dreiser, A republication of
Mr. Dreiser‘s  first powerful realistic
novel. $1.50 net.

"T, Mary MacLane"
By Mary MacLane.— A whimsically inti—
mate and piquant revelation of a wo—
man‘s soul. $140 net.

"& Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man"
By James Joyce. Revealing the forces pre—

vailing in Irefand today. $1.50 net.
ompnnmimnonmnin

Wartime and its great questions are mak—

ing people buy books. The crisis is making
people try to grasp all points of view.

We can supply any book on any: subject
—promptly.

Why not let your own magazine have
your book patronage?

MASSES BOOK SHOP
34 Union Square, East

NEW YORK CITY

"Visions"
Tales from the Russian.

,

By Ilya Tolstol.
Powerful stories, strongly suggestive of
De Maupassant. _$1.35.

"Chosen. People"
By Sidney Laxer Nyburg. A story of sin—

cerity and dignity, by a Jew who is
proud of his race. $1.40.

"Dominie Dismissed"
By A. S. Neill. A sequel to "A Dominie‘s
Log."  The author warns against the
danger of over—emphasis on technical
education after the war.

_

$1.25.

"Sorry Tale"
By Patience Worth. A remarkable story

of Christ and Hate, exquisitely told, and
a most notable contribution to Psychic
Mysteries. |$1.90.

"Best Short Stories of 1916"
Edward J. O‘Brien‘s selection of the best

in current magazine fiction during the
past year, together with a listing of all
important stories. $1.50 net.

"The Shadow Line"
By Joseph Conrad. The Shadow Line is

that dim. boundary which divides irre—
sponsible youth from maturity. $1.35.

"The Brook Kerith"
By George Moore. The long heralded novel
of the Christ based on the theory. that
Jesus did not die on the cross, but lived
out his life as a shepherd away from all
who had known him. Later he meets
Paul——. $1.50 net.

"The Job"
By Sinclair Lewis. A novel of an average
young girl with an average office job.
An important contribution to American
Hiterature. $1.35 net.

"A Diversity of Creatures"
By  Ruyard_Kipling.  A Blessed echo of

the old Kipting. $1.50.
"Summer"

By Edith Wharton.  A relentless charac—
terization of village types. $1.50.

POETRY AND DRAMA
"Mogu, The Wanderet"

By Padraic Colum. A drama of fate, laid
in Persia, $1.00.

HoP
‘The Broken Wing"

By Sarojini Naidu, Songs of love, death
and destiny.  Hindu life from the in—
side. $1.25 net.

"Afternoon"
By Emile Verhaeren.  A. continuation of

the late Belgian poet‘s exquisite love
postry begun in "The Sunlit Hours."
$1.00 net.

"Another Way Out"
By Lawrence Langer. A delightful com—
edy in a Greenwich Village setting.
35¢.

"Optimos"
By Horace Traubel. Traubel is the great—

est living poet of democracy. $1.50.
"The Night Court and Other Verse"

By Ruth Comfort Mitchell. $1.00 net.

"Child of the Amazons"
Max Eastman‘s beautiful volume of verse.
$1.25 net.
"The Ballad of Joseph the Nazarene"

by "Williams," and
"A Sermon on Reverence"

By Max Eastman. Being two reverent ut
terances commonlyaccounted Blasphemy.
Price 12 cents postpaid.

"Wild Earth, and Other Poems"
By Padraic Colum. New verse by one of

the younger men in the famous Irish
group. $1.25 net.

"War_Flames"
By John Curtis Underwood.  Poems
grouped by nations, making a panorama
of the war.

"Chants Communal"
By Horace Traubel. A volume of labor
poems, electric with_revolt and. working
class ideals, Paper 25¢., Boards $1.00.

"Songs of Phryne"
By Mitchell S. Buck, Phryne is of Thes—
pine, the model of Appelles, the mistress

of Praxiteles and the Inspiration of Aph—
rodite. 60.

"Suppressed Desites"
By George Cram Cook and Susan Glaspell,
A delightful satire on psycho—analysis.
Newedition, 35c

Five: Plays
By George Fitzmantice, the greatest folk=

dramatist since the death of J. M. Synge.
"The Country Dressmaker," "The Moon—
lighter," "The Pie Dish," "The Magic
Glasses," "The Dandy Dolls." $1.25,

"The New Postry"
An: anthology. edited by: Harriet Monroe
and Alice Corbin Henderson. $1.75.

"The Last Straw"
By Bosworth Crocker. A tragedy in one

act. 35.
"Plots and Playwrights" _

By Edward Massey. A most clever satite
on the conventional Broadway crook
drama. _$1.00.

"Who Can Be Happy and Free in Russia"
By. Nicholas Alexeievich Nekrassov, who

is cal]ed "The poct of the people‘s sor—
row."  45¢.

—————————————————T——T—Toz
Add 10% of Published Price for Porwarding Charges 



Orchids and Hollyhocks

"Extra®
HERE it is quiet:

The soft lamplight falls
Upon piled cushions and. pale—tinted

walls
And long lowshelves
Tulips aglow
Trumpet their golden beauty on the alr,
The most alive of all the loveliness
The small roomholds,
The only living things, except for where
One stands bythe wide window, listen—

ing
Up from the dark streets the calm

night—winds bear
The gamins‘ shrilling roar
It splits the night
Like guns
Tt wounds the silence with a shrapnel—

shrick,
Tt fades, like the noise of death, raucous

and. weak
Into the smiling rest of that still room
Tts dving ring
Breaks,
And goes on, echoing, echoing,
Echoing.
It sounds the unequal, slow, monoto—

nous tread
Of tired workers tramping to and fro
Dun factories.
It sounds the thin small wail
Of children vainlyfretting to be fed.
Tt sounds the turning of the fron keys.
Tt sounds the whisper of women, won—

dering
If certain shapes are men asleep or

dead
It sounds the grunt and squeal of sud—

den. hurt,
And twisted bodies in the blood—stained

dirt
It sounds the young impatient note
Wrung from some Amazonian throat
Crying for bread,
And roses too
Not from the street but from the world

in. torment
The harsh eryis hurled,
In whose muffled confusion Turks
The fear that darkens love.
We need
Promethean laughter;
And the conquering fires
Of unappeasable desires
Are ours to feed.
For yet will their divine insanities
Quicken men‘s raptures and men‘s ago—

nies
Baserre Devrscn,

Love Need Have Nothing
Else to Do

LOVE need have nothing else to do,
And joy may laugh the whole day

thru,
Grief has its tears and sighs, not less—
But_where‘s the help for emptiness?

Spring rushes in with all its light,
Grief grieves the more and clings to

Do You

Remember ?

Do you remomber when Huoileberry Finn and itom SEwyer set out on their great adven—fortreasure in the grim cave across the Missinsippi? :mre'nlnm;‘:\?grcmentmer how "rom and nittic Beoky Thatcher wore lost in the eave fordays, whilethe whole countrzside searched wildly? And of how, one day, peeping around & dark cormer ofthe cave, they suddenty sawTndlan Joe?  And when, months Tater, after the children had escapedfrom the cave, it was opened, do you remember what they found just inside? 3Do you remember, in short, the greatest oys of your boyhood—the things you did yourselt,and the things you wanted to do and could not and that Tom Sawyer did for you?

Mark Twain
You can renew the old joys—you can findagain the beating heart and the leughter, But

when you read Tom Sawyer and Hucklcherry
Finn now, you  will find something more
choke in your throat—a little: sadness.

.

‘The
laugh is Sempered by thought, Just as MarkTwain‘s own laugh was softened by melancholy—by life‘s tragedies and losses, for ho was notonly a great humorist—he was a biand origin—ay thinker—a pailoropher—a

_

man. whose ou‘nlife—whose rize—whose sorrows and privationsHISTORY orvhese lpsres and.whose slory are, theIdealof every American boy, and the ideal whetherSofRoanLeate[ Fnfics retcanent in ine feakt enterend cetd § ican maninpcts Hentnttt "He traveled atways such a broad and brilliantte‘and"amazine ‘story

|—

highway pith nlumes flving and crowds followit fie wisth—dncGrare

[

1N€ atfer—amit adle deett foft Hetions weensM dfory: ipiritemt "In

[

In€. But in ‘a larger sonse he is not dead. Rre18ta; »beauuful In expe

|—

lives forever in work more truly American thanhy heest a any other man,Cos Beramrd (Shaw sald that future generationswill turn to him for history.ROMANCE Rudrard Miplime. writine to the most importRverything he wrote

[

ant ofelals in Tudia, said: "I have seen Markseid oouie

|.

omtl ok Pienentgeatintgolden freshness of

|

 hand, and smoked a clzar—wo, two clears withyouth and romance

||

him, ‘and (aiked with ‘him for more Than twowhether in. such bools: hours! Understand clearly that 1 do not despiseas "The Erince and the

|—

You; indeed T don‘t: 1 aim only very sory forPauper® *A Connect you, from the Viceroy downward"out Tankee® or "Roughing 1t

BOYS‘ STORIES
Remember tha t Tom
Sawyer is only: one of
the "bo ols in  which
Mark Twain shows hi
wonderful —understand—
fme of boys, No one
has ever. written of
boys as dld Mark
Twain

Perhaps you thinkk you have read a good deal

SHORT STORIES

of Mark Twain. Are you sure? Have you readall the movels—all the short stories—all the

There _are
and so good

so many

ESSAYS
He could sot see in—

Justice: without fighting
it.  The flame of. hi
anger seared and. burstforth in essays that will
live:forever

TRAVEL
You have not seen theworld untll you see it

through Mark ‘Iwain‘swise and h um or ouseves.. His books of wan—derings—will be revela—
tons ‘to you mow who
read them only in youryouth.

brilliant fighting: essays—all the history?
Why the Price Must be Raised
o Mark Twain two things were precious abore alt others~ane, wan a love of his wite—the Sthew was t lote of thepeople. _A every atde ho was murrountid by  trlbales ofhonon,"by dovous affection. in every comner. 5t h worldhe win known and toved.

"

And because of thi 1€ was Msdrafre that hin books ho so made and sold at such a pricethat every family could own‘ n seto thts set oMrk ‘twatin ths been sold at a much towee. ,furice than would ordinarily be the case for a sot of books aor ie chargeter

.

Tut Mark Aheein could o0 forerconethet,the price of, ink, "papes, ‘binding——tint erery:thins that woes toto the‘ miaking of a aet of books=mas t 2o to helgtite undrenmed of cven tw stars 29ago,  Io i npernible to epnithine tie 0P dilnset ot books at that low urice, "For a‘tew ‘wteks » flonger—until the prosent edition in taken up

—

4#

.

i0) ftF examination and zo—mtdCtniin ism

/

enio nat on hhnsepoei s JC s ; it

2

/00 not Fand it ceWt tm e ts ues te ul ol ns ooo/ ons and $2.00 a month fok twelvet you send the coupon at once you

.

2" «htcan have your aet at the low price—but send the coupon at once,

Masses 1117
Harper & Bros.
New York

Please send_ me MAREmran‘s

"

works. imay keep the set for, ton

4* Name
Mark Trenin has been tranilated into mare freign lanpuages tan 4* aatressy cther wrtr

r beautiful

.

red

.

hatt leather  edition,HARPER and BROTHERS, New York a" tigens onlst nsuie ddivery—1817—1917 _# and §3 a month for twonty montiie

night,
Joy must Taugh and fove caress—
But how can spring sti emptiness?

xwerme Wynne 


